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flight-game legacy,

Starhghter combines intense air and space combat

in a fast-paced action-adventure. Live the lives of three fighter

pilots in a series of harrowing missions to save the galaxy from

the evil Trade Federation. Pilot extraordinary 3D vehicles—

including the Naboo N-i plus a variety of never-before-seen craft-

through stunningly real worlds in 14-plus air and space missions.
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Bye bye

Roll out the
big games

Well, we did it again. This

time we brought you the

world’s first look at

GameCube software, and

it’s a very impressive game

at that. Our 10-page Rogue

Squadron II story begins on

page 56.

So the GameCube threat is

real. Very real. And finally,

at the May E3 trade show,

all of this year’s software

should be revealed: Game-

Cube’s secret first-party

launch games, Naughty

Dog’s first PS2 game, as well

as some other Sony sur-

prises. We’re hoping

Microsoft will reveal some-

thing for Xbox on par with

Metal Gear Solid 2, or

Rogue Leader. Because at

this point, the software is

competent, but nothing

we’ve seen thus far makes

us need an Xbox. (Munch

and Halo are both still too

early to qualify.)

PS2, GameCube, and Xbox
will undergo the big E3

litmus test — rolling out

their big games, all hoping

to be picked the odds-on

winner this holiday season.

Who will be ready in time?

Who’s got the must-have

games? The answers are

coming in the July issue. For

now, enjoy June, the Force

is very strong in this one.
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ENews
Game industry news and analysis

IT BEGINS

Spring Tokyo Game Show
2001 Special Report
Xbox made an impact, but where were the games?
(Hint at Sony’s booth)

E 'The videogame

business is a

worldwide

business," explained Bill

Gates during his keynote

speech at the 2001 Spring

Tokyo Game Show. “But one

key thing I want to make

clear today is that we see

Japan as the center of this

business.” These sentences

spoke volumes to the

assembled crowd ofthou-

sands ofJapanese and

foreign journalists and game

industry professionals

assembled in the auditorium

at Makuhari Messe during

the first day of the show.

Despite the naysayers, the

pessimists, and everybody

else who said it couldn’t —

and perhaps shouldn’t — be

done, Microsoft made it

clear that it is going to try to

become a player in the Land

of the Rising Sun with its

new videogame console. To

do that, the company

needed to make an impact

with the gamers themselves,

who have been known for

their fickle attitude towards

U.S. games and game

systems. For three days,

from March 30 to April I,

Microsoft took the chance

to strut its stuff before an

anxious, if skeptical, Japanese

gaming public.

The opening round of PR
artillery hit attendees as

soon as they got off the train

and were swamped by

people handing out Xbox-

branded bags, with Xbox

banners plastered every-

where you looked. There

was no doubt in anyone’s

mind that Microsoft meant

business, TGS-style. Even the

placemats at the food court

had smiling pictures of Bill

Gates with an Xbox con-
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Project K-X was the only Japanese first-party title shown

trailer in one hand and a

burger in the other

The first real bombshell

hit just after the show began

— Tecmo’s Dead or Alive 3

was already running on

Xbox hardware and it

looked fantastic. This demo
was already impressive

enough to convert a few

fence-sitters. Next, Gates

made some critical

announcements during his

keynote speech. First, the

Xbox controller has been

redesigned to be smaller;

with a few buttons moved

around, to appeal more to

the Japanese market. Then

he announced that Microsoft

was teaming up with Sega to

bring several new versions

of Sega’s existing franchises

to the Xbox platform. Out

of II planned titles, four

were mentioned by name: a

new version of Sega GT, Jet

Set Radio Future, Gun

Valkyrie, and Panzer

Dragoon — although many

noticed that the word

“exclusive” was not used in

connection with Sega’s

brands. Finally Gates

announced that Microsoft

would be partnering with

Japanese telecommunica-

tions giant NTT to make

broadband gaming a reality

Howevei; one mistake

Microsoft made was in

opting to show some of the

U.S. titles during the presen-

tation. Unfortunately the

titles chosen were either

unspectacular (Amped and

NFL Fever need major work

on their animation), or not

really suited to Japanese

tastes (Halo). Indeed, you

could hear some of the

Japanese press snickering in

the background as these

were shown. A demo of a

Japanese first-party title,

Project K-X, looked nice, but

there wasn’t any actual

gameplay yet, so it’s hard to

make any sort ofjudgement

Still Dream Factory is at the

helm of this fighter so we
have high hopes.

Yet despite Microsoft’s

announcements, the show

mostly belonged to Sony for

one reason: lots of games.

While there was only one

playable Xbox title on the

floor; Airforce Delta 2, PS2

had dozens. The most antic-

ipated of these, Final

Fantasy X, took up most of

Squaresoft’s booth and part

of Son/s. Fans were not dis-

appointed, lining up for a

chance to get their hands

on the controls, and the

trailer alone on the big

screen at Squaresoft’s booth

generated enough buzz to

make it the one must-see of

the show. We would have

liked to see that the

gameplay had evolved more

beyond previous FF titles,

but we can’t deny that the

technology and production

values were amazing.
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The rest of Sony’s booth

was inevitably filled with

sequels and knock-offs from

both first and third parties,

but it also housed one of

the most original games of

the show. Simply titled Ka

(translated as “Mosquito”),

the game places you in the

role of a mosquito that has

to suck blood from a pretty

girl napping in her room. If

you irritate her too much,

she comes after you with

bug spray or tries to squash

you. While not a spectacular

demonstration oftechnology

like FFX or Gran Turismo 3,

it stood out as something

new and different, which is

pretty unusual these days.

Meanwhile, Konami was

showing a playable Silent Hill

2. The design team has

actually managed make the

graphics look very similar to

16mm film, with a grainy

quality to the image that

greatly enhances the game’s

horror movie atmosphere.

Namco’s Ace Combat A

also drew attention with its

impressive terrain graphics

and proven fighter-plane

gameplay Other titles of

note included Son/s sci-fi

survival horror game Phase

Paradox, Gran Turismo 3 A
Spec, Metal Gear Solid 2

(present in demo form),

Koei’s wonderfully bizarre

rhythm-action game

Guitaroo Man, and Aruze’s

horror RPG Shadow Hearts.

Sadly, Dreamcast

appears to have all but

dropped off the face of the

planet. Only one publisher

we saw, Capcom, had any

games for the system, and

of those, only the new

version of Capcom vs. SNK
looked interesting. Most

were on par with the likes

of Heavy Metal Geomatrix,

which simply looked like

Spawn with different char-

acters (for more on Heavy

Metal Geomatrix, see

Milestones, page 55).

Last, but certainly not

least, both Bandai and

Nintendo showed off their

latest handheld systems.

Bandai’s Wonderswan Color

may be underpowered

compared to Game Boy

Advance, but it has a secret

weapon in that Square is

making all the old Final

Fantasy games available for

it Still, that left Nintendo’s

GBA with titles from almost

every other major publisher

on the floor besides Square,

and many ofthem, like

Capcom’s Super Street

Fighter II and Namco’s

Klonoa, looked quite nice.

But underneath all the

hype and hoopla, TGS was

really only the opening

salvo of what will be a very

hard war later this year

Sony developers are obvi-

ously starting to ramp up,

but some are clearly still

wrestling with the highly

complicated architecture.

Microsoft, meanwhile, had

the right idea with its TGS

media blitz, but didn’t quite

succeed in convincing the

Japanese game industry at

large that Xbox should be

the system of choice late

this year Microsoft needs

more big, exclusive titles —
hopefully, these will be at

E3. And don’t forget about

GameCube, which, though

not present at TGS —
Nintendo has its own show

in Japan, Spaceworld — will

no doubt come on strong

at E3 with a slew of first-

party titles. This should be

a very interesting year

— Blake Fischer

m BITS FROM THE EDGE

We’d like to just drop

It In the “weird” file

without comment, but, hey,

we’re News Bytes. What was

up with Nintendo VP of Sales

and Marketing Peter Main’s

letter to retailers? You know,

the one that simply asked

them why they were displaying

marketing materials from a

company that doesn’t even

make consoles. (No, not Sega

— Microsoft. See, the

company hasn’t made a

console yet, so in Nintendo’s

eyes, apparently, this whole

Xbox thing is just an unsub-

stantiated rumor) It was the

kind of letter we’d expect

from the old, restraint-of-

trade, monopolistic Nintendo

— not the new, competitive

Nintendo. Still, we’d love to

see a chart correlating alloca-

tion ofGBA units and Xbox

point-of-purchase displays.

Speaking of Nintendo,

equally asinine was Saudi

Arabia’s decision to ban

Pokimon, as It features,

apparently, Stars of David,

crosses, and freemason

symbols and Is, at Its

essence, gambling. Innocent

kids’ game, or demonic plot

designed to undermine Islam?

You be the judge.

It seems Microsoft has been

judged and found lacking In

the honesty department, at

least based on screenshots,

as It released doctored

screens of Its new snow-

boarding game on the web.

Note to Microsoft; If you’re

going to doctor your screens

(an all too common occur-

rence, as readers who saw the

Next Gen expose on the

subject a few months back will

remember), don’t add lens

flare! Lens flare looks like crap,

and it’s also extremely easy to

identify Adobe Photoshop lens

flare — as you’ve now figured

out after reading the virulent

uproar on forums all over the

web.
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FERRARI OR VOLVO?

GeForce3 arrives
The new super-accelerator is here, so how does it measure up?
Platform: PC, Mac
Manufacturer: Nvidia

MSRP: $500 (est.)

The wait for

GeForce3 is finally

over; but at a steep $500

(more or less), it does beg

the question whether the

boost is really worth the

money. The answer; as you

might expect, depends.

In terms of both bench-

marks and real-world 3D

performance (i.e. 3DMark

2001 and Quake III),

-— the 64MB

GeForce3 definite-

j
ly out-performed

the 64MB GeForce2,

although the difference

was not extreme under

most “normal" conditions.

GeForce3’s main advantage

over GeForce2 is in

running at screen resolu-

tions of 1024x768 and

above in 32-bit color The

jump was readily apparent

in Qlll — even with all the

bells and whistles turned

on and at extreme resolu-

tions like 1600x1200, fram-

erates continued to hover

between 45 and 55fps on

an Intel Pill I GHz machine

using DirectX 8. Oddly

though, GeForce3’s

OpenGL performance

wasn’t even as good as

GeForce2’s, but no doubt

this is due to the late beta

version status of the

GeForce3 drivers we were

provided. Release boards

and software will doubtless

improve performance

significantly.

Besides the bump in

speed, GeForce3 also adds

support for high-resolution

Quincunx anti-aliasing,

environment bump-

mapping, and pixel shading

— none of which we’ve

actually seen in a current

game. Furthei; there’s very

little way right now to test

or even demonstrate

GeForce3’s most intriguing

new feature, its fully pro-

grammable nfiniteFX GPU.

In time, developers will use

it for all kinds of graphics

tricks that will dazzle and

delight, but right now the

hardware has clearly

outpaced software

development.

So is it worth it? Well, if

you’re a Next Gen reader;

chances are you’re going to

want the best and the

fastest regardless, and

GeForce3 is clearly that.

On the other hand, if you

already own a 64MB

GeForce2, the modest

jump in performance when

running most current

games may not be worth

the high price. GeForce3 is

definitely worth having, but

for some, it might be

better to wait a few

months for the price to

come down, and for a few

games to show up that

take advantage of its more

spectacular feature sets.

— Jeff Lundrigan

The guts of the

GeForce3 — note
the huge fan and
added cooling fins

On the subject of glaringly

obvious, you’d think

someone at LucasArts

could have checked before

they titled their Star Wars
Starflghter game — which

3DO is claiming violates its

Star Fighter trademark.

And you’d think 3DO might

drop a letter to a LucasArts

lawyer before suing. Come on

3DO, you’re looking a little like

Atari with the lawsuits already

Having the Star Wars name

associated with Star Fighter

isn’t going to cost you any

sales, trust us.

Speaking of looking like

Atari — specifically, the

Jaguar, circa 1997 — the

Dreamcast is dying faster

than anything: If it doesn’t

have more canceled titles

than titles left coming out

for it soon, we’ll be sur-

prised. It’s a shame, since it

still has the best-looking and

most fun games of any system.

Phantasy Star Online is

already approaching the

highest penetration of a non-

launch game among a system’s

installed based in history, and

we haven’t even seen the

expansion yet!

On the topic of expansion,

or lack thereof, EA killed

Ultima Online 2, so it could,

according to its own press

release, get more short-

term gains by sucking the

marrow out of UO. EA laid

off hundreds of online staff,

and then — no joke — hosted

a huge job booth at GDC,

advertising prominently for

people to work on online

projects. Now, we’re not

experts, but maybe some of

those online people you just

laid off could do some of those

online jobs you’re hiring for...

And speaking of layoffs, it’s

time to lay off our ranting.

Until next time...

— Compiled by Carrie

Shepherd, Executive News
Editor, DallyRadar.com
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GameDev
Conftrtnce

GameDevelopers
Conference

ENews
memory architecture.”

A highlight of the show

was the all-star cast assem-

bled to discuss the future of

Always full of

surprises, EA co-

founder Bing Gordon
took the opportunity

to announce both

PlayStation 3 and
Xbox 2 in his GDC
speech. Bing didn’t

have any release

dates for us

GameDevelopers
Conference

I CROWDED HOUSE
PC and console gaming,

which included Electronic

GDC 2001
Arts COO Bing Gordon,

Sony Computer

Entertainment Europe SVP

Phil Harrison, Elixir Studios

President Demis Hassabis,

point of unbridled

optimism with the new

consoles and buckling

down to make those ideas

a reality Just look at the

sessions — people were

primarily interested in the

implementation of tech-

niques, like coding vector

units on PS2 or dealing

with the Xbox unified

Everybody who’s anybody in the industry

converged on the 15th annual

Game Developers Conference

Microsoft VP Ed Fries,

Naughty Dog President

Jason Rubin, Sony Online

President Kelly Flock, and

Ensemble Sr Game
Designer Bruce Shelley

Moderated by 3DO
President Trip Hawkins, the

panel featured some heated

and passionate opinions —
between wisecracks and

one-liners, of course.

Xbox was again a

frequent topic of discussion,

and Microsoft’s Advanced

Technology Group Director

Seamus Blackley was on

hand to share that over 12

games were slated for

launch, and the console was

on schedule for this fall —
he even shared pictures of

the massive Xbox manufac-

turing plant.

EA cofounder Bing

Gordon drew a big crowd

for his lecture on the

Internet as a gaming

platform. He boldly predict-

ed that broadband console

gaming networks would not

be viable until the launch of

PlayStation 3 and Xbox 2.

Many developers left this

year’s GDC with renewed

enthusiasm toward their

work, and with good

reason: The industry’s tank

is full of talent, and its

engine is revving and ready

to go. — Kevin Toyama

This year’s GDC drew attendees from more than 44 countries

The business of

buying and selling

games may be in a slump

during this transition year;

but the business of creativity

has never been stronger

Although the Game
Developers Conference,

held March 20-24 in San

Jose, CA, showcased cutting-

edge development tools

and the usual assortment of

free schwag, the real draw

was the invaluable informa-

tion available to attendees.

Whether you attended

Maxis Chief Designer Will

Wrights lecture on game

design inspiration or

Insomniac President Ted

Price’s presentation on how

to get a game published,

you were sure to benefit

from the experience of the

industry’s greatest minds.

“GDC does a good job

in reflecting the state of the

industry” said GDC Director

Alan Yu. “We’re past the
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1. One of the popular round-table discussions at GDC 2. Factor 5 President Julian Eggebrecht and
Epic Lead Designer CliffyB 3. Xbox XTO Seamus Blackley 4. lain McCaig talks about character design

5. One member of the Rainbow Studios team thinks they’re number one in the industry, but a couple

vote they’re number two (and there’s even one vote for number five) 6. Xbox Director of Third Party

Kevin Bachus and Sony SVP of Marketing/Third-party Andrew House 7. Videogame soundtrack

composer Tommy Tallarico and Masaya Matsuura, the creator of Parappa the Rapper 8. Immersion’s

Sr. Director of Development Dean Chang, Lionhead’s Sr. Programmer Jonty Barnes, and Next Gen
editor Eric Bratcher 9. Epic President Mark Rein and Elixir Studios President Demis Hassabis

1 0. Sony Online Pres. Kelly

Hock and Greg Rizzer 11.

Kalisto's Lyle “Karl Malone”

Hall, Crystal Dynamics’ Noah
Hughes, and Dell Siefert, lead

designer of Clive Barker’s

Undying 1 2. The Epic team
shows its secret to making

great games 1 3. Incognito

Pres. Scott Campbell, Kodiak

CEO Jonathan Slager, and
Xbox VP Ed Fries 14. Bioware

co-CEO Ray Muzyka, Sierra Sr.

PR Manager Genevieve

Ostergard, Next Gen EIC Tom
Russo, Gas Powered Games
Pres. Chris Taylor, and Bioware

co-CEO Greg Zeschuk 15.

Nintendo consultant Darren

Smith, NOA VP Perrin Kaplan,

and NOA’s Jim Merrick (AKA.

Secret Online Project Guy)

16. Microsoft’s GDC party 17.

Cemy Games’ Michael John

and Mark Cemy 18. Liquid

Creative Dir. Paul Culp and

Gas Powered Games’ Taylor

Lifetime Achievement Award
Will Wright

Maxis

Rookie Studio Award
Counter-Strike Team

IGDA Award for

Community Contribution

John Carmack

Original Game
Character of the Year

Seaman
Yoot Saito

Excellence in Audio

Diablo II

Matt Uelmen

Jason Hayes

Glenn Stafford

Andrea Pessino

Excellence in Game Design

Deus Ex
Harvey Smith

Warren Spector

Excellence in Level Design

American McGee’s Alice

American McGee
Jim Molinets & Team

Excellence in Programming
The Sims

The Sims Programming Team

Excellence in Visual Arts

Jet Grind Radio

Ryuta Ueda
Kazuki Hosokawa

Game of the Year

The Sims

The Sims Team

Game Spotlight Awards
(games that demonstrate inno-

vation and advancement in the

state of the art of the interac-

tive entertainment industry)

Counter-Strike

Counter-Strike Team
Crazy Taxi

Hitmaker

Deus Ex

ION Storm Austin

Jet Grind Radio

Smilebit

No One Lives Forever

Monolith

The First Penguin Award
Habitat/Club Caribe (LucasFilm)

Chip Momingstar

Randy Farmer
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ENews
06/01 GameCube Watch
Bad blood made good (probably), and one dead game

By now you know

that Star Wars is offi-

cially coming to GameCube
and that it looks spectacu-

lar (see page 56). But

LucasArts isn’t the only

company throwing support

behind Nintendo’s console.

So Happy Together

Industry watchers know

that Nintendo and Namco

had a felling out in 1989

when Nintendo President

Hiroshi Yamauchi refused to

cut Namco a sweet deal on

software licensing. The split

all but eliminated any

Namco support for a

Nintendo console.

However; sources allege

that EAD Designer Shigeru

Miyamoto visited Namco’s

offices last year to improve

relations with the firm and

to gain its support as a

GameCube developer

While these rumors remain

unconfirmed, something

has definitely turned

Namco on to GameCube.

“Nintendo has limited its

target audience as well as

kept the same concepts

alive from the original

Famicom [NES] era to now.

Namco is developing
Tekken Tag for GameCube.
Will it look as good as it does
here on PS2?

It’s just great!" Namco

Managing Director Yasuhiko

Asada recently told the

Japanese magazine Famitsu.

‘We are very interested in

Nintendo’s GameCube as

one of our target machines

because it will have a strong

influence in changing the

current user groups — and

it means more things

created by Nintendo.”

Sources say that Ridge

Racer V and Tekken Tag

Tournament are up and

running on GameCube, but

Namco is debating whether

to show them at E3.

U.S. Launch On Track

In a recent chat, NOA VP of

Marketing George Harrison

flatly dismissed speculation

that GameCube would see

another delay “GameCube

is definitely going to ship

this year? he stressed,

explaining that just because

some smaller software

houses haven’t received

dev kits, it doesn’t mean

Nintendo isn’t serious

about the launch. “A third

party that has just received

development hardware and

says, ‘I cant make a game

by the end of 2001 so they

wont launch GameCube’ is

not keeping focused on

what’s really important for

us, which is that we have to

have the best-possible

exclusive software for the

launch this October"

Gone But Not Forgotten

Last month we reported on

the turmoil at Retro Studios

and the cancellation of a

project codenamed Car

Combat The game, which

was to be a launch title, was

killed when Nintendo made

Retro refocus its efforts on

Metroid and the action RPG

also in development.

Now a leak within the

company has brought us a

first, and perhaps final and

only, glimpse of the game.

This screenshot comes from

a level ofthe game Retro

internally dubbed its

“Twisted Metal Black killer”

Would Car Combat have

materialized with such lush

visuals? We’ll never know.

Next month we’ll bring

you some ofthe great

GameCube software

unveiled at E3... NextGen

Matt Casamassina, the

biggest GameCube sleuth in

the videogame industry, is the

editor-in-chief of IGN64.com

MATTS E3
PREDICTIONS
Here's a list, by company, of

GameCube games Matt

predicts will be shown at E3:

Nintendo (EAD)
Luigi's Mansion (launch)

Zelda GameCube (on video)

Pokemon GameCube
(plus 3 to S more unknown games)

Nintendo (NST)

WaveRace GameCube

Rareware
Perfect Dark 2

Dinosaur Planet Star Fox

Adventures (launch)

Secret "Weird" Game (launch)

Retro Studios

Metroid FPA (launch)

Sword & Sorcery RPG (sched-

uled for launch, but will be delayed)

Silicon Knights

Too Human
Eternal Darkness (launch)

Left Field Productions

Kobe Bryant GameCube
Snowboarding GameCube

(launch)

Factor S

Thornado

Electronic Arts

NFL Madden 2002 (launch)

SSX: Special Edition (launch)

FIFA 2002 Major League
Soccer

Capcom Entertainment

Resident Evil Zero (launch)

Secret Project

Namco
Ridge Racer V
Tekken Tag Tournament

Sega

NFL2KX (launch)

Sonic the Hedgehog
GameCube

Marigul

Kyojin No Doshin
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I GO OUTSIDE AND GET SOME FRESH AIR

PSOne— Now it’s portable
Look out Game Boy Advance. Thanks to third-party screens and a

rechargeable battery pack, PSOne can finally offer gaming on the go

E Despite its compact size and cute design, the standard

model PSOne isn’t really portable. Sure, you can carry it

around, but you can also carry your toaster, and if we found a

brand new 36-inch Sony Wega on the road side, you can believe

we’d find a way to carry that too. But without a portable screen

and power supply, you haven’t been able to play your PSOne on a

park bench, so it hasn’t been truly portable — until now.

Interact PSOne Mobile Monitor
MSRP: $129.99

There’s been some confusion about similarities between

this and Pelican’s screen (shown below). Trust us — this

one is clearly superior The 4-inch screen (3 I
/4” x 2 1 12

”

viewable) gives a lush, clear image, with all controls — brightness,

contrast, etc. — conveniently front-mounted. The

speakers are adequate, and with composite inputs,

it can work with other consoles or video players.

Rating:

Interact has just announced a battery pack

and a $ 179 5-inch screen. We hope It’s as nice

as this 4-inch model

Innovation Rechargeable Battery Pack
MSRP: $59.99

You’ll need one of these big, ugly buggers in order to make your

PSOne a true “go anywhere” machine. It’s particularly nice when used

with Innovation’s LCD screen, which it locks onto. There’s only

one problem, but it’s huge: The battery life is only about

Iwo hours, after which time you’ll need a good four to

five hours to recharge it

Innovation Full-Color
LCD Monitor
(5-inch model)

MSRP: $149.99

We weren’t able to test

Innovation’s 4-inch offering

(MSRP $ 129.99), but its 5-inch monitor

took the gold medal, offering the

smoothest, richest picture, the largest

viewable area (4 1 18
”
x 3”), and the

fullest sound of any unit tested.

Like the Interact screen, this

unit can handle any standard

component input. The

casing actually wraps

protectively around

the PSOne (though

we would have liked

screws to secure the

union) making the whole

unit almost exactly the size of

a Dreamcast.

If you can find the Innovation

screen, it’s the best one out there Rating:

Rating:

Innovation’s Rechargeable

Battery Pack. Enjoy it while

it lasts

Pelican PSOne Game Screen
MSRP: $149.99

^ With a 3” x 2 1/2” viewable area, its the smallest screen we tested.

"5^ Moreover; the picture showed notable graininess and serious color

banding around light sources. The speakers sounded shrill and distorted,

and the tint and color controls could only be turned with a screwdriver

Lastly while the unit ships with a custom

car adapter (as does the Interact

screen), it was the only one

that couldn’t share the

PSOne power source, so

forget about using

Innovation’s portable

battery pack.

Rating:

Pelican’s screen works,

but it just isn’t as high-

quality or user-friendly as

competing models

48US state selected departures

airport-hotel transfer

4nights twin shared hotel &
2day admission

Bilingual Tour Escort

And more!

Please see our website for details!

Tour operated by JTEC
Log on or call us today!

275-5832

fi77|a®k=JTEC
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Japan: no love lost on Xbox
Watching Microsoft

trying to crack the

Japanese videogames

market is like going on

safari and watching an

amorous rhino trying to

seduce a Land Rover You

admire the effort of the

former and chuckle at the

complete indifference of

the latter And like the rhino

and the Rover; Microsoft

and Japan just don’t seem

destined for each other —
for a lot of reasons.

Japan’s stagnant

economy has not grown

more than one percent in

the last six years, with the

yen at a 30-month low this

spring. The videogame

market in particular is

slumping because of the

massive proliferation of cell

phones. The Japanese have

fallen in love with the ability

to check email and web

pages while on the train

ride home. Add some nifty

little arcade games to those

cellular gizmos, and you

have casual gamers who

have moved their luxury

money from videogames to

the expensive monthly bills

of a cell phone.

The Japanese are

profoundly unimpressed by U.S.-developed games. The

PC market is nonexistent in

Japan — not surprising

given that Baldur’s Gate II

goes for $ 100 while

Daikatana is “only” $75 in

Akihabara. Console games

don’t fare much better; SSX

is the best-selling

American-made PlayStation

2 game in Japan, but its unit

sales are relatively unim-

pressive. Microsoft’s

partnership with Sega is a

great move, but Sony

Jim Preston isn’t just an all-

around swell guy with a Ph.D.

in philosophy — he’s also an

Xbox PC editor for Daily Radar

“It’s possible that the

markets could simply split,”

Microsoft honcho Ed Fries

says, “but that’s not

something I want to see

happen.” And with good

reason, too, as conventional

wisdom says that it isn’t

possible to win a console

war without lots of

Japanese support.

But could conventional

wisdom be wrong? No
console has ever before

had what Microsoft has: the

deep pockets needed to

fight a war of attrition, and

the support of some of the

best developers for PC.

Finally, Epic, id, Lionhead

and others will have a

closed PC-based platform,

but with console-sized

sales. And as great as the

Japanese developers are,

PC developers know net

code better than anyone,

which is great news for

broadband-ready Xbox.

Everyone knows that the

battle is not for 2002 but

2006. The real fight is for the

fourth and fifth years of a

console’s life, the so-called

“gravy” years, and Microsoft

is well positioned for that

long haul. The Japanese may

blithely ignore Xbox for the

next couple of years, but if

Microsoft does a good job

in North America and

Europe, then the Land Rover

may have to come looking

for the rhino. NextGen

Even if Xbox isn’t (as it

is likely to be) the most

expensive platform on the

market when it arrives, it’s

launching against a tough

lineup from all sides.

PlayStation 2 will have Gran

Turismo 3 in the late spring,

Final FantasyX in the

summer; and Metal Gear

Solid 2 in the fall. Game Boy

Advance has already set

record sales in Japan, and

more games will be arriving

every week. Plus, if the tea

leaves are to be believed,

GameCube will arrive this

autumn and with another

masterpiece by Shigeru

Miyamoto. So what are the

chances of Microsoft selling

expensive Xboxes in the

competitive and shrinking

videogame market of

Japan’s stagnant economy

with no killer apps?

At this point, snowballs

and hell come to mind. But

does that mean doom for

Xbox? Not at all. It is

conceivable that Xbox

could just dominate the

U.S. and European markets,

with no presence in Japan.

ensured that it got Virtua

Fighter 4 and Crazy Taxi 2,

leaving Xbox with Sega’s

lesser brands.

12 NextGen 06/01 www.DailyRadar.com
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XBOX’S SHARPER IMAGE
Japanese publishers may not have

jumped on board Xbox (yet?), but

many Japanese developers certainly

have. One project we're particularly

keen to hear more about is Lightweight’s

newest swordfighting sim, Kengo: Legacy

of the Blade. The newest installment in

the series will not only feature a

cleaned-up and improved graphics

engine, but, from what we understand, a

return to more of the fighting style seen

in the original Bushido Blade —
complete with one hit kills. Crave will be
bringing Kengo to the States, and it's

scheduled to be ready at launch.

THE NEXT GENERATION OF SLY
^ Before you could say, “Let’s hope it’s a better game than Cliffhanger,” the word went out

Ww that the next Stallone film, Driven — based on the life of drivers who compete in the CART
open-wheel racing series — is set to become a game for PlayStation 2 and Game Boy Advance. The
games are being developed and published by Bam! Entertainment, and the company promises
5,000-polygon car models and a framerate of 60fps for the PS2 version. Interestingly, the director

of the film, Renny Harlin, also directed Stallone in Cliffhanger (good news or bad? We’ll let you
decide). Buckle up — the games are due out this fall.

KROME’S SHINY NEW TIGER
Krome Studios is looking to give Chester Cheetah a swift kick in the

ass with its next project. We went behind closed doors at GDC with

the Brisbane, Australia-based studio to take a look the company’s new
next-generation character-based adventure. The game stars Ty the

Tasmanian Tiger, an actual species of tiger that once existed in the

Australian Outback. Early gameplay revealed Ty
wielding a pair of boomerangs — rather impressive-

ly, we might add — and the demo level boasted solid

technology for a game that’s so very, very early in

development. At press time, Krome was negotiating rights for

the title with several publishers.

MORE PC
GAMES GO PS2

Xbox isn’t the only console

with PC ports. Word is that

Eidos is readying a special PS2

version of Deus Ex, while

Gathering of Developers also

plans Max Payne for PS2 (being

worked on at RockStar Canada).

Development news as it develops

Dark Angel: Vampire Apocalypse@ 2000, 2001

Metro3D Inc.

Armada 2: Exodus © 2000, 2001 Metro3D Inc.

Questions & comments, e-mail kuwitzky@metro3d.com

m, *
V
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HARD SHELL OR SOFT — JUST LIKE TACOS

Packing it
Afraid to take your PS2 on a road

Here are two ways to do it safely

Pelican Hard-shell Carrying Case
MSRP: $29.99

Pelican’s not-so-creatively named case gives us a nice hard outer shell —
though we wouldn’t stand on it with our PS2 inside — but sacrifices many of

the Division- 1 unit’s ease-of-use features (see

right). The PS2 fits into a foam-lined interior

with reassuring snugness. The liner also

features a general storage area that held our

cords and memory cards, while two custom-

curved areas are specifically shaped to hold a

Dual Shock 2 controller In feet, while the

Dual Shocks 2s are stored very safely, no

other controllers could fit the space, including

Pelican’s own pads — go figure. The case

also doesn’t carry games or manuals. Still,

we truly felt our PS2 was safe inside,

which helped us breathe a lot easier

Rating;

Pelican’s case is safe, but no-nonsense to

the point of fault

Division- 1 Play-Pak
MSRP: $39.99

First impressions are guaranteed to underestimate how

useful and well thought-out this case is. Velcro straps hold

the PS2 firmly in place, and felt-lined areas on the sides keep two

controllers and all required cables separate and safe. Four

memory cards and 40 game discs can be safely stored in the lid,

with instruction booklets and personal items tucked away in a

large external pouch. Versatile straps enable the pack to be worn

like a backpack or slung over a shouldei; and zippered flaps in

front and back enable you to hook up and use your PS2 without

even taking it out ofthe pack. Two things we didn’t love about

this unit First, it requires that you take your games out of their

individual cases for transport and second, it features luggage-style

soft sides, which would hardly protect your PS2 from that gorilla

in the old Samsonite commercials.

Rating:'&
BEAT YOUR OPPONENTS WITH A STICK

PlayStation 2
ShadowBlade
Arcade Stick
Heavy metal rules

Manufacturer: InterAct

MSRP: $59.99

Despite the perpetual redesign and

refinement of the console gamepad,

there’s a very good reason you never see

an arcade cabinet with a Dual Shock 2 stable. You won’t be inadvertently nice movement, and is topped by an

plugged into it. For many games, you throwing this stick around during a heated unnecessary but unobtrusive auto-fire

simply can’t beat a good, old-fashioned Street Fighter match. It stays put, and it button. Aside from PS2’s lamentable lack of

arcade stick. And this black beauty may be can take a beating. games that would actually benefit from the

the best PS2 arcade stick out there. There are eight buttons on the ShadowBlade, our only complaints are the

The first thing that sets the ShadowBlade’s face, corresponding to the lack of rumble support and the thin plastic

ShadowBlade apart is its rugged construe- Dual Shock 2’s four face buttons and four sleeve around the joystick, which is both

tion. The shell is wide and metal, not shoulder buttons. Each is analog and can flimsy and a tiny bit loose,

plastic, which makes the unit both durable, be reprogrammed with complex macros,

and nice and heavy. As a result, the unit is The stick itself has adequate resistance and Rating:

14 NextGen 06/01 www.DailyRadar.com
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IN MEMORIAM

Isao Okawa Remembered
Sega’s philanthropic president dies of heart failure at age 74

Self-made billionaire,

wealthiest man in japan,

founder of CSK, and long-term

savior of Sega, Isao Okawa died

of heart failure in a Tokyo

hospital on March 16. At the time

of his passing, Okawa was

chairman and president of Sega.

Just weeks before his death,

Okawa had made international

news when he announced Sega

would discontinue the embattled

Dreamcast. But making headline-

grabbing tough decisions was

nothing new for Okawa, a man
who parlayed a background in

engineering and a sense for tech-

nological trends into a multibil-

lion-dollar empire.

Okawa’s involvement with

Sega began in the early eighties,

when Paramount Pictures

offered to sell the company
back to David Rosen, one of

Sega’s founders. To make the

purchase, Rosen put together a

coalition that included Hideo

Nakayama, who became CEO of

the company, and Okawa.

“When Mr. Okawa heard about

Sega,” says Rosen, “he was very

interested and became the

leading figure in the buyback.”

Because Okawa was very busy

growing his information systems

company CSK, he took a hands-

off approach to running Sega and

gave Nakayama free reign. (Today

the CSK Group includes 90 infor-

mation and entertainment com-

panies.) But in the mid-nineties

Okawa became more involved

with running Sega. According to

Rosen, Okawa wanted Sega to

leave the hardware business

rather than launch Saturn. When
Saturn failed, Okawa placed

former Honda executive

Shoichiro Irimajiri at the helm of

Sega and allowed the company

to launch Dreamcast. In the two

years that followed, Sega lost

millions of dollars every quarter

because of poor Dreamcast sales

and the sluggish arcade business.

When Sega’s stock dipped dan-

gerously low and investors

threatened to pull out, Okawa
advanced the company $500

million dollars from his own
personal fortune.

Last May, Okawa personally

replaced Shoichiro Irimajiri as

president. Under his new leader-

ship, Sega trimmed its arcade

operations down considerably,

even closing a few of its flagship

Joypolis Entertainment Centers.

Earlier this year, Okawa made
one more cutback — giving the

order to discontinue Dreamcast

and become a software-only

company. To help with the transi-

tion, he gave back his shares of

the company, which were valued

at approximately $750 million.

“It was an incredible gift,” says

Sega of America President and

COO Peter Moore.

Okawa’s generosity didn’t

begin or end with Sega. In 1986,

he started the Okawa
Foundation, which made con-

siderable grants to the develop-

ment of information and com-

munications technology. In 1998,

he made a private contribution

of approximately $30 million to

establish the Okawa Center for

Future Children in the media

laboratory of MIT. Upon learning

of Okawa’s death, CSK

President Mashiro Aozono

wrote, “Okawa left to all of us

in the CSK Group his personal

management philosophy that he

created himself— ‘It’s the

people that count.’”

“I am very saddened to

learn of the passing of my
friend and business associate,

Mr. Isao Okawa,” David Rosen

said in a letter of condolence

to the Okawa family. “He was a

man of great vision, who dedi-

cated his energy and his many
abilities to whatever task he

undertook. He always main-

tained a very strong sense of

responsibility. Mr. Okawa was

always ready to listen and

explore new ideas. He was an

inspiration to the younger staff

as well as management of Sega.

He was a man with charisma,

who loved music and good

conversation.” — Steven Kent

,
MORE CONFESSIONS OF THE HARDCORE
It was a week before Christmas, and I had asked for package to my room and slowing stripped back the against Piston Honda, until I realized that I should be
Mike Tyson’s Punch Out! At the time, the only game I tape until I could finally see Iron Mike. I knew what sucking at it — so I let Honda take me down,
had for my NES was baseball, and I had maxed out all had to be done. I took the cartridge out and

resources in that game and could hit homers out of swapped it with baseball. Sad to admit, I lost to Glass Matthew Aitken

the stadium with ease. Being a non-religious family, Joe the first time I played it — not sure if it was St. Louis, Missouri

my family would wrap presents and put them under because I was excited or what. But when it was all

the tree weeks before Christmas morning. With over, I had beaten the game by Christmas Eve. I took

about a week before Christmas. I noticed a small box back baseball, wrapped up Punch Out again, and Do you have a hardcore story? If so, send it to us. If we
with my name on it. acted surprised as a mother Christmas morning. print it, we’ll send you a free Next Gen T-shirt. Email

I had only asked for Punch Out, and I was hoping When I played it for the first time in front of the your true tales of gaming madness to ngonline@imagine-

this box was it. That Monday after school, I took the family I quickly got all the way to the second match media.com. Please use “hardcore” as the subject line.

16 NextGen 06/01 www.DailyRadar.com
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Xulu Entertainments Earthstation
Reason to leave the house: Xulu’s motion-based games are poised to

redefine the bleeding edge of location-based entertainment

Explaining the breadth of Xulu

(pronounced ZOO-loo)

Entertainment’s ambitious project is

difficult, and the company’s

cofounder and Creative Director

Nanci Magoun helps little when she

explains: “In essence, it’s just

another place, except it happens to

be an intergalactic resort and newly

discovered solar system where all

kinds of new things are possible.”

Upon entering Xulu’s

Earthstation, patrons will find them-

selves, with the help of some giant

Each game is built around a fantastically

realistic physics engine, crucial to integrat-

ing the motion simulation

v

display panels, transported to a

luxury starship. The ship orbits

Eidolon, an Earth-like planet in a

distant solar system. Visitors will

have access to a vast range of activi-

ties: dining, drinking, browsing the

Internet, or exploring Eidolon’s

virtual cities, in which visitors can

shop, gamble, and even patronize

an outsourced red-light district.

But what separates Xulu’s vision-

ary world from more traditional,

Xulu hopes to grant PC and, eventually,

online console gamers access to Its universe

stagnant, arcade-machine-heavy

venues are its games. Played in

high-end, two-person motion sim-

ulators, the games offer physics

simulation that is, quite simply

remarkable. We started by flying a

glider and harvesting Endurium

Crystals in scenic Lara Canyon, and

it truly felt like we were floating on

the wind. A few minutes later; we
were back in the same pods

playing Dominion, a vehicular

version of CTF in which one player

drives, and the other shoots. The

pods shuddered when a shell det-

onated nearby and pitched

accordingly when players rammed

each other Frankly, we were blown

away during our brief visit, and

Xulu tells us there are more games

planned before launch. We’ll keep

you posted — the first location is

scheduled for the San Francisco

Bay Area in 2002. — Eric Bratcher

I HELLO KITTY

A new videogame
lor your cat?
Cyberpounce offers interactive

entertainment for your furry friends

Sometimes you just want to smack

your monitor or toss your speakers

right off the desk. Now there’s a game that

lets you do it — if you’re a cat, that is.

A former producer for Sega and EA,

Cyberpounce creator Matt Wolf got the idea

for the game when he was working on a

computer and his cat jumped on his lap. “He

started chasing [the cursor], and it cracked

me up,” he says. Wolf took that inspiration,

consulted with a cat behavior expert to find

out more about feline senses and predatory

instincts, then gathered the resources to

produce the game. Cyberpounce features

cartoonish 2D animations and sounds that

are designed specifically to appeal to a cat’s

sight and hearing. In the game, a brightly

colored object — say, a mouse or a spider

— crawls along the screen, making sounds

that catch the critter’s attention.

So does it really work? It depends on the

cat. “Cats have tastes too,” notes Wolf, so

not every one will like it (just as not every

gamer will love EverQuest). But this is no

reason to dismiss Cyberpounce as a viable

form of feline entertainment. According to

Dr. Nicholas Dodman, of Tufts University’s

School of Veterinary Medicine, cats living in

human households need stimulation. “If you

keep cats indoors, it is your duty as an

owner to make sure the environment is

suitably enriched to make it cat-friendly,”

Does Cyberpounce work? In our not-so-scientific

field study, we found one or two cats (like Figaro

above) who showed an interest in the game

Dodman says. “If you’re going to go out for a

couple of hours, periodically you could post

[the game] and they might have some fun.”

Will pet entertainment take the game
industry by storm? Wolf believes in the

potential for games to move beyond a

human audience — he’s already working on

a sequel. In the meantime, the original can

be ordered from www.cyberpounce.com at

the bargain price of $ 14.95 — Jennifer Tsao
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The 1
st driveanywhere, smash anything

off-road racer for the PlayStation 2
Test Drive Off-Road Wide Open © 2001 . Infogrames, Inc. All rights reserved. Developed by Angel Studios. Infogrames and the Infogrames logo are trademarks of Infogrames Entertainment S.A.
Manufactured and marketed by Infogrames, Inc. 41 7 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 1 001 6. Test Drive, Test Drive Off-Road and Wide Open are trademarks of Infogrames, Inc. “PlayStation"
and the “PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association.
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Alphas
Next Generation prowls through the night, stalking

those who seek to keep the newest games secret

27 Shadow Man: 2econd Coming -PlayStation 2
Batman: Vengeance 22

Evil Twin 37

Galleon 48

P.O.W. 44

Shadow Man: 2econd Coming ... .27

Spy Hunter 33

Stretch Panic 30

*PC
Enclave 40

Evil Twin 37

Galleon 48

P.O.W. 44

*Xbox
Enclave 40

Galleon 48

-Dreamcast
Evil Twin 37

-Milestones
Inu No Sanpo 55

Heavy Metal: Geomatrix 55

Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure 5 55

Smuggler’s Run 2 52

State of Emergency 54

Zero-G Marines 53
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BATMAN:
VENGEANCE

i xiblisher: Ubi Soft (Developer Ubi Soft l iolease Dale September Origin Canada

Can the Dark Knight finally end Gotham City’s plague of bad games?

ffifl The legend of the Dark Knight

began in 1939 with DC Comics’

Detective Comics II27, and Batman's

following has since grown like Jack's

fabled bean sprout. It’s provided the

spark for TV shows (both live-action

and animated), movies, waves of

merchandise, and a slew of

videogames fit for flushing. Though

there have been some competent

Batman titles, others such as Batman

Forever, Batman & Robin, and

Batman Beyond: The Return of the

Joker have cast a pixelated pall on

DC’s popular hero.

Expect the haze to lift in short

order. A select band of crusaders

operating out of developer Ubi Soft’s

Montreal office is creating a stunning

Batman game for PlayStation 2.

Batman: Vengeance is a single-player,

third-person adventure that utilizes

the character designs from Batman:

The Animated Series. Combining

inspired and cartoonish 3D graphics, a

neat plot steeped in intrigue, and

some decidedly innovative gameplay

facets, this game may well elevate the

Dark Knight to a more desirable

videogame throne.

The game begins with Batman, clad

in the original black-bat-with-no

yellow-circle-encasing-it costume

given to him by creator Bob Kane,

cradling a shrieking young woman in

www.next-generation.com 06/01 NextGen 23



The game will lead Batman to explore

areas of Gotham City unknown even to him

his arms, seeking egress while a time

bomb ticks down nearby. Later, players

will pilot the Bat Plane through the

cramped streets of Gotham City while

attempting to gun down Mr. Freeze

and his iceball-shooting helicopter, as

well as freefalling through the night air

in order to rescue the Joker, who, true

to character, returns the favor with a

hail of machine-gun fire and killer

balloons.

The game features a default third-

person view and a first-person mode
in which players can simultaneously

move and employ wonderful gadgets

like the Bat Scope, the Batarang, and

the Electric Charge Remote — a

device that sticks to walls, detonating

when a thug approaches.

Gameplay emphasizes stealth and

strategy, but does not skimp on the

part where Batman punches the no-

goodniks in the face repeatedly. He
can press against a wall to avoid

detection and sneak up on some foes,

quickly handcuffing (and effectively

neutralizing) them. When the sneaky

stuff fails, however, the game shifts to

a battle mode that allows our hero to

“Batman alone has over
500 distinct animations.”

— Reid Schneider, producer, Ubi Soft

move around in a glorious 360-degree

circle. Battles however, are (sadly)

strictly one-on-one affairs.

“It’s a game that’s focused around

story,” Ubi Soft Producer Reid

Schneider says. “We wanted to tell a

great story that would transcend [a

medium]. It could be used for a

videogame... then again, it could be
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used for a feature film or an episode

of the TV series.” To help with the

game’s plotting, Schneider enlisted

scriptwriter J.T. Petty and worked

directly with Warner Bros, and DC
Comics to ensure the game’s tale was

suitably titanic. Schneider disclosed

few details, but he did reveal that the

plot involves the “death” of the Joker,

and a grand conspiracy by which the

hero will find himself manipulated.

In his quest to save Gotham City

from disaster, Batman will encounter

the Joker and his insane mistress

Harley Quinn, the seductive female

eco-terrorist, Poison Ivy, and the

tortured soul, Mr. Freeze. Each villain

holds sway over a specialized series of

goons. Ivy’s verdant minions, for

example, possess arms that can

stretch out like tendrils. Though Robin

the Boy Wonder will not appear,

Batgirl will play an important part in

the proceedings, as will Batman’s alter

ego, millionaire Bruce Wayne. Voice

actors from Batman: The Animated

Series (including Star Wars’ Mark

Hamill) will be employed throughout.

“What’s really been important to

us is innovation and emotional

involvement,” Schneider says. “We
wanted gameplay that the player had

never seen before.” To this end,

Schneider’s team has cobbled up a

dark and gritty 3D Gotham City to

beguile the eyes, and they’ve also

staged epic, PS2-enabled scenes that

could not have been given visual

justice elsewhere. These include

climactic fights on the Gotham City

Bridge and over the bubbling vats at

Gotham Chemical.

Running off a PC, and still lacking

Dual Shock vibration feedback, fine-

tuned particle effects, explosions,

and finalized lighting, this largely

(80%) complete animated Batman

still proved intriguing. Special

blending techniques lend a fluidity to

each and every one of the barrel-

chested, lantern-jawed Batman’s

movements. “Batman alone has over

500 distinct animations,” Schneider

says. “We went into almost

painstaking detail to make sure that

Batman moves in the right way.”

Batman can string together simple

kick-and-punch combos, so game fans

of all skill levels can play. But this

simplicity belies considerable depth;

taps on the analog stick can produce

countless different punches and kicks,

and Batman’s weaponry can also be

Batman unleashes a variety of lavishly

animated, martial-arts-inspired fighting moves

used for exotic purposes — he can

hurl smoke bombs to first disorient

his foe, then slide around his flank, or

vault right over him. There are even

special moves, such as the “Hammer
of Justice,” where Batman grabs his

nemesis at the shoulders and hurls

him to the ground.

Call it a cartoon brought a life. Nine

minutes’ worth of gorgeous cinematics

and 30 or so in-game cut scenes help

to string the game’s linear plot along.

Add to this an original score that

manages both to breathlessly impress

with its blend of techno and classical,

and to prick at the nerves with insipid

piano bar tinklings. “Hope is death,”

hisses a seemingly doomed Mr. Freeze

during the game, but his cold logic will

likely melt in the face of Ubi Soft’s

starry Knight. — Greg Orlando

BAT
WISDOM
While much ado
has been made of

the vocal stylings

of Adam West,

who played

Batman in the first

TV series — the

one with all the

“Bam!”s and “Ka-

Pow!"s — too little

attention is paid to

the words
themselves. Here

are four notable

things overheard in

Gotham City:

“Criminals are a

cowardly and

superstitious lot.”

— Bruce Wayne

“Hope is death.”

— Mr. Freeze

“Caution, cape

does not enable

user to fly.”

— Warning on
children’s Batman

costume

“And where is the

Batman? He’s at

home, washing his

tights.”

— TheJoker
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Shadow Man’s appearance is more
menacing than before, though he still looks

like he could give ugly lessons to Raziel

PLAYSTATION 2

SHADOW MAN:
2ECOND COMING

Publisher: Acclaim Developer: Acclaim Release Date: August Origin: England

Can better graphics and deeper Al move this title out ofthe shadows
and into the light? The Shadow (Man) knows...

B Acclaim’s Shadow Man, which was

based upon a Garth Ennis comic

of the same name, was one of the most

promising comic-based games of the

past few years. Unfortunately, the

gameplay narrowly missed the mark. But

despite this, the game’s setting — a

world of voodoo, zombies, and the land

of the dead — remains among the most

compelling we’ve ever encountered, so

we’re happy to learn that Acclaim is

planning on sending players Deadside

once again, this time to battle an enemy

over 2000 years old.

For those unfamiliar with the game’s

mythology Shadow Man is actually Mike

LeRoi, a reluctant hitman bound into

servitude by a 400-year-old voodoo

priestess named Mama Nettie. As the

undead, voodoo-powered Shadow Man,

Mike wields various superhuman powers,

including the ability to travel between

the world as we know it and a bleak,

hellish land of the dead, appropriately

dubbed “Deadside.”

Like the first Shadow Man title, this

new game is essentially a third-person

action adventure with strong horror

leanings, similar to a less linear; cajun-

flavored Soul Reaver, or Fear Effect with

an acid-tinged Mardi Gras hangover

Gameplay, howevei; has been tweaked

and deepened for the sequel. The trans-

formation from Mike into Shadow Man

and back again, which was dictated by

location in the first game, is now triggered

by an in-game day/night cycle. The two

forms will also have more widely differing

capabilities, though the ability to control

both hands independently — hefting a

pistol in one hand and gripping a ledge

with the other; for example — will remain
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constant. The hand-to-hand combat

system has also been completely over-

hauled, perhaps to incorporate new tech-

niques that will be useful during the

game’s newly added stealth segments —
practically a required game element in

these Metal Gear Solid-influenced days.

To challenge this new, more versatile

Shadow Man, Acclaim has imbued

enemies with enhanced, “rule-based” Al,

which enables multiple enemies to

cooperate against you. “An enemy may

stand off in a sniping position,” offers

Acclaim Producer Nick Bagley, “while his

heavier-armored team attacks directly.”

Or an enemy could choose to retreat,

calling for reinforcements and renewing

the attack when they arrive. This new
system also grants enemy units greater

awareness of their surroundings, enabling

them to identify better ambush points or

locations from which to snipe.

The action should look good too,

thanks to the greater horsepower of PS2

and a built-from-scratch game engine that

Bagley claims is running 6 million textured,

lit polygons per second, to rise to 10 to

12 million polygons per second after opti-

mization. Bagle/s team has worked hard

to make sure the game boasts a thorough

complement of special effects, including

full-screen motion blur; reflection

Like before, Shadow
Man is ambidextrous, so

players can wield a differ-

ent weapon in each hand
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Garth Ennis — who’s well known for writing

gritty stories full of interesting characters,

grisly magic, and huge storms of violence —
took over and re-created the Shadow Man
comic series back in 1997. Ennis also created

DC’s Hitman and Vertigo’s Preacher series,

and he’s worked on DC/Vertigo’s Hellblazer

and Marvel’s Punisher. Diehard gamers will

also be interested to learn about one of

Ennis' one-shot projects: a promotional

comic written for Interplay, which was

included with the purchase of selected full-

length DC comics to build awareness for the

original Loaded.



mapping, enhanced particle effects, and a

dynamic weather system. In feet, the

weather can have serious impact on

gameplay Explains Bagley: “In the Russia

level, invoking a snow spell affects the Al

visibility confusing the enemies. [It] also

wipes out the players footprints, making it

harder for them to track the player”

While the original Shadow Man
game’s setting and story borrowed gen-

erously from the comic book, this new

chapter sets off on its own, introducing a

new enemy, the Grigori, spawned

directly from the minds of the dev team.

Described by Bagley as “infinitely more

evil” than the serial killers of the first

game, the Grigori are actual demons

who’ve been masquerading as humans

for the past 2000 years. They also want

to release their leader; Asmodeus, from

the Pit, setting him free to wreak havoc

on Earth. Bagley let slip that his team

members have allowed themselves to

run wild with the Grigori designs,

creating boss characters that are

“hideous abominations that stalk the

player through their lairs, armed with

Nephilim powers and weapons.”

Despite various minor failings — par-

ticularly in the PlayStation version, which

taxed the hardware to the limit — the

first Shadow Man sold over a million

units across three formats (PC, N64,

PSX). The sequel looks to hew closely to

the original formula, with changes being

only for the better: more sophisticated

Al, greater variety in required tasks and

player abilities, and a move to lushly

decrepit, PS2-enabled graphics. If these

adjustments prove to be enough to

move gameplay up to the same inspired

level as the setting and story, we’ll be

unable to resist plunging once again into

the chilling, magical worlds of Shadow

Man. — Eric Bratcher
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PLAYSTATION 2

STRETCH PANIC
Publisher: Conspiracy Entertainment Developer: Treasure Release Date: Q4 Origin: Japan

Treasure makes its first PS2 appearance a wild one

E Japanese developer Treasure has

never played by the same rules as

the rest of the game industry, and

nowhere is this better exemplified than

in its latest project, the abstract and

downright bizarre 3D action game

Stretch Panic. While the rest of the world

pushes to create more and more

detailed worlds, deeper experiences, and

photorealistic graphics, Treasure is once

again doing what it does best — creating

an extremely playable game with

wonderfully unique game mechanics. The

big difference this time is that Treasure

has foregone its incredibly strong 2D
heritage to try its hand at 3D. The results

Linda (in the red cap)

uses her black scarf to

grab onto anything in the

game and stretch it

around. If you do this to a

creature you can cause

damage; if you do it to a

ledge or cliff, you can

hoist yourself up
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are, as you might expect, strange yet

delightful, and the gameplay already

demonstrates some of the innovative

hooks that have made Treasure the

hardcore gamer’s developer of choice.

Stretch Panic focuses on Linda, a

young girl whose sisters have all been

possessed by the so-called Demons of

Superficial Beauty. Linda was actually a

target herself; yet the demon bungled its

attempt and got stuck in Linda’s scarf;

which she can now control. The relation-

ship between Linda and her possessed

scarf form the backbone of game. The

left stick moves Linda around the world,

the right controls her scarf; and the Rl

button grabs on to whatever it is near If

you want to attack something, simply

grab hold of it, pull back, and then let go,

causing the object’s skin to snap back. Or

if you’re feeling especially aggressive, you

can grab on to a character and charge up

your power — done by spinning the right

stick — and then fly in for a head-butt of

sorts. Because Linda has no jump, she

must grab hold of a piece of the

environment and pull herself up ledges



or over chasms. As with most Treasure

titles, the game mechanic feels very

different than anything that’s come

before, but it’s already tuned to the point

where it’s easy to pick up and use.

Stretch Panic's overall structure is

also a bit out of the ordinary. Most of the

game will revolve around Linda as she

fights the 12 bosses that were once her

sisters. Each boss has her own unique

look, level, and mode of attack. And

while it will obviously take good reflexes

— a Treasure trademark — to beat each

boss, you’ll also need smarts, as they all

have their own weaknesses as well. One

boss, for example, can’t be hit unless

she’s lured into the water; which causes

her to solidify into mud. Another; who
very much resembles Mrs. Potato Head,

can’t be hurt unless you knock all of her

fecial features off with a good head-butt.

Breaking up the numerous boss

battles are the “Ex” levels, which are

feirly close to what you might find in a

traditional 3D platformer Players fight

smaller creatures and jump between

ledges, earning the necessary points

required to open up the boss levels.

Unfortunately, these stages are at the

earliest stage of development, so they

may look great, but they aren’t

populated with enemies yet.

We have little doubt that Stretch

Panic will be yet another shining

example of Treasure’s dedication to

unique and highly playable gameplay

ideas. It remains to be seen, howevei;

whether the U.S. market will be able to

appreciate these things in light of the

game’s warped aesthetic. Honestly, we
doubt that this will be a breakthrough

hit, but for those who dare test its

waters, Stretch Panic will likely be worth

their time. — Blake Fischer

rr costs
HOW
much;;

It’s no secret that

those fans who
seek out Treasure

games are among
the most hardcore

and dedicated

anywhere.

Unfortunately, this

can lead to

problems when
the company's

games aren’t

released in the U.S.

One of Treasure’s

most sought-after

games, Radiant

Silvergun, is a

prime example.

Copies have been

known to fetch

upwards of $150

on eBay, and there

are more people

looking for the

elusive title every

day, even though

it’s on the now-
defunct Saturn.

Another title,

Alien Soldier for

Mega Drive, is

insanely rare has

gone for over $300

in its native Japan.

So serious fans

have learned a

secret: Buy every

Treasure game the

day it comes out,

or you’ll have to

pay through the

nose for it in a

couple of years.
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PLAYSTATION 2

SPY HUNTER
Publisher: Midway Home Entertainment Developer: Paradigm Release Date: September Origin: US

Midway brings another beloved classic into the modem day.

Is it sacrilege, or the best thing since the ejection seat?

E One ofthe great ironies in modern

gaming is that, despite our gigahertz

processors and GeForce3-enabled

consoles, modernized versions of classic

arcade games are usually horrible. Thus,

when we first heard that Midway was

planning on revisiting Spy Hunter, one of

the all-time greats, we admit we winced

instead of smiling. But then we remem-

bered that Midway was the company

whose 1998 arcade release Gauntlet

Legends effectively reinvented Atari's

classic Gauntlet, originally released in 1985.

Then we went down to Midway and play-

tested this new Spy Hunter for ourselves.

Now, with the “Peter Gunn” theme

echoing in our heads and adrenaline

rushing through our veins, we can

honestly say this may not have been such

a bad idea after all.

The idea was to take the coolest

aspects ofthe original — the car; the

enemies, the transitions from land to

water; and the weapons van — and build

on those,” explains Midway Producer

Michael Gottlieb. Indeed, the first thing we
noticed when we actually played the

game is that, though its obvious that

much has changed, a great deal has

remained refreshingly the same. Midway

has retained that breakneck, running-the-

gauntlet (no pun intended) sensation that

made the original Spy Hunter so addic-

tive. Naturally the player has cool wheels:

the G6I55 Interceptor; a sleek, white,

metallic beast Gottlieb describes as “a

combat-ready amphibious escape vehicle

that looks kick-ass with functions to

match.” And just as before, you must race

against time down a narrow, branching

route rife with villainous dark blue antag-

onists with names like Switchblade, Mad

Bomber; and The Enforcer — all ofwhom
would prefer that your Interceptor

become a twisted pile of smoking

shrapnel on the side of the road. Luckily

you’re not alone. A certain bright red 18-

wheeler with a tendency to fill your car

Although it sounds conceptually similar,

this game is far from EA’s 007 Racing. It

retains the original Spy Hunter's narrow
paths, speed, and arcade pacing
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with oil slicks, smoke screens, and artillery

has also made a triumphant return.

Nobody will mistake this version for

the original. Virtually every aspect of the

game has been amped up, enhanced, or

otherwise reworked for the game’s move

into the 21 st century The first, most

obvious change is the 3D engine, which

we’re told will be locked at 60fps when

the game finally ships. Also, as the original

game was fundamentally bred to eat

quarters, a certain deepening of the

gameplay was necessary This was done

by incorporating a traditional spy-caper

storyline — a huge genetics company

(called NOSTRA) is actually a globally

entrenched crime syndicate led by a delu-

sional evil genius attempting to take over

the world — and expanding the player’s

mission beyond “drive and survive."

‘We decided that single-player car

combat is fun, but not enough,” offers

Gottlieb, “so we made the missions objec-

tive-based.” This means that while the

player is always racing to arrive at the ren-

dezvous point on time and in one piece,

you are now faced with various additional

tasks. A mission in Key West will find you

stealing NOSTRA’s plans for a new
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Interceptor-class vehicle, then destroying

the parts convoy while a Panama mission

has you using SATCOM stations to relay

the locations of drug shipments. There is a

total of 65 objectives over the game’s 14

levels, but many are secondary and need

not be completed to progress through the

game. Regardless of the mission variety

the player is never required to move from

behind the wheel of the Interceptor In

fact, you may not even have to slow

down. “The main design goal ofthe game

is high-speed, action-packed driving, so we

catered everything around those

elements,” says Gottlieb.

Despite our excitement over the

return of a classic franchise and all of

Midway’s planned enhancements, we still

have some nagging reservations about this

new Spy Hunter. Every level we saw

featured countless stationary roadside

enemies that could only be destroyed if

we slowed to a crawl or memorized their

placement — a situation we found seri-

ously counteractive to the tense, frenetic,

anything-can-happen atmosphere the rest

of the game tries to create. Also, while the

original Interceptor was capable of

bumping fenders with virtually anyone, this

new model is easily damaged and must

therefore take great care not to collide

with other vehicles. These factors also

result in a heavily increased reliance on

projectile weapons, and though its fun to

blast Enforcer into shrapnel with a missile,

we miss running him right off the road.

Finally, given the fragility of the car and the

constant roadside ambushes, the lack of

any form of radar is somewhat befuddling.

Still, Midway has assured us that all these

things could change for the better by the

time the game is released. Ifthey do, even

007 himself will be begging to take a

certain familiar; white, one-of-a-kind hot

rod for a spin. — Eric Bratcher

Believe it or not, this new Spy

F * m

the series, not the second. As a

matter of fact, it isn’t even the first

Spy Hunter game to adopt a 3D
behind-the-car camera perspective.

In truth, there was indeed a Spy

m & Hunter II arcade game, published by

1:1 " l
pseudo-3D isometric viewpoint,

i i—

j

added many new antagonists (who

often inexplicably resembled punk rock bikers), and was widely

regarded, simply, as a terrible game. On the bright side, it also intro-

duced a radar system — one of the features we feel is missing from

the new game.

Each level incorporates several objectives. In this one, you must
destroy mobile missile launchers, attach tracking devices to cargo

ships, and use SATCOM units to transmit secret code
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Six integrated tutorial missions

Learn each character's

specialties.

THE POSSE THAT SLAYS TOGETHER
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Gunfights. Bank robberies.

Stealth missions. Awesome

Dynamite, knives, six-shooters

select your weapon to defeat

the enemy.
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Unique environments from

ghost towns and steamboats to

gold mines and swamps.



Didn’t think Rayman 2 Revolution Was all that'Evolutionary?

E With the Tomb Raider clones dying

out, the latest “most copied” genre

may just be games that focus on the less

innocent parts of a child’s mind. American

McGee put a twisted spin on Alice, while

Argonaut is hard at work on Malice, “a

dark and comic fiery tale" (NG 04/01 ).

Finally, here’s Ubi Soft with Evil Twin —
Cyprien’s Chronicles.

The game itself is a 3D platformer; but

developer In Utero has put substantial

effort into making Cyprien himself far

more than just a younger Mario — a goal

reflected in the game’s darker-than-

average plot One typically morbid day

orphan Cyprien escapes his own birthday

party which, sadly enough, happens to

coincide with the anniversary of his

parents’ death. He locks himself in his

bedroom and is suddenly transported to

an evil, perverted world of nightmares

where his orphan friends have been

turned into manic monsters.

“The basic concept,” explains In Utero

President Xavier Gonot, “was to bring

classic action-adventure elements into an

unusually mature scenario and wrap it all

in a fantastical graphical style.” The game

certainly does impress with very creative

character designs and atmospheric envi-

ronments. In Utero Art Director Stephan

Bachelet seized inspiration from movies

Hidden power-ups will turn Cyprien’s slingshot from a primitive

affair into a powerful tool
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such as City of Lost Children and The

Wizard ofOz, as well as European,

American, and Japanese comic books.

This richness in styles is also reflected

in the gameplay Cyprien can split himself

into two separate beings-, his regular self

and a superpowered alter ego, Super

Cyprien, whose electrified white hair;

pulsating red eyes, and black chrome

outfit is more than a little reminiscent of

Dragonball Z. “Super Cyprien is an all-

powerful and pugnacious facet of

Cyprien’s personality” says Gonot. “He

can neither talk nor solve puzzles and is

designed for pure action only, while

Cyprien does both. In other words, when

Cyprien talks, Super Cyprien fights!”

In Evil Twin’s “standard” portion

you’ll be required to run, jump, use

objects, talk to other creatures, and shoot

enemies with Cyprien’s upgradeable

slingshot. But other areas require a more

aggressive approach, where the alter ego

can throw fireballs and lightning bolts, and

perform a Super Charge to blast enemies.

“One move I particularly like is when he

jumps, freezes in the air in a pure Matrix-

like fashion, and then lets go of a huge

fireball,” Gonot says.

“Without breaking new ground in

terms of gameplay — it’s widely inspired

by Mario, Crash, Zelda and Rayman 2,”

Gonot explains, “the game is packed with

innovative elements, such as the use of

two alternate characters and fun skills.”

Gonot also described a sub-level where

you control a paper warplane from a first-

person perspective as an example of Evil

Twin's multi-faceted gameplay.

Derivative or not, this brand of spooky,

gothic-nightmare atmosphere worked

well in Alice and looks equally freaky

here. There are eight different islands

populated by three distinct breeds (Half-

men, Folk People, and Flying People),

screen-filling monsters, and end bosses.

There’s also over a gigabyte in uncom-

pressed textures, so you should enjoy

plenty of visual variety as well. Finally, with

around 120 cut scenes, the plot may just

be better than the average “find the

pieces of the big, important thing”

storyline typical in a platformer Alice may

not be coming to PS2 or Dreamcast, but

her Evil Twin definitely is. — Jorg Vittel

THETWN GETS TRIPLH)
Though we can expect superior graphics on Sony's console and high-

end PCs, it may turn out that Sega's clinically dead Dreamcast system

will receive the most complete Evil Twin experience. Upgrades, such

as weapons and new costumes, will be available on a special web
page, and Dreamcast’s inner clock will unlock time-limited surprises

at set dates. The game will ship with four VMU mini-games, including

a “personalized Space Invaders" and a “crazy little puzzle game
that’ll keep you busy for hours,” says In Utero President Xavier

Gonot. He promises that the team should also be able to exploit

PS2’s unique capabilities. “We just have to find out how,” he says.
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Players can fight with

melee weapons, ranged

weapons, or even large-

scale siege engines

Enclave really takes advantage of Xbox’s

64MB of RAM. The textures In the game are

extremely detailed and make the world seem
almost photorealistic at times

XBOX, PC

ENCLAVE
Publisher: Conspiracy Entertainment Developer: Starbreeze Studios
Release Date: Q1 2002 (Xbox), TBD (PC) Origin: Sweden

Sometimes a sword just isn’t enough to get

the job done right

E With the latest wave of next-gener-

ation systems just around the

corner; it’s becoming harder and harder

to pigeonhole games into specific genres.

Take Starbreeze Studio’s Enclave, for

example. Part third-person shooter; part

RPG, and part Counter-Strike-style multi-

player warfare, the game deftly blurs the

typical genre boundaries. Still, the team

knows that creating a great game isn’t

just about rehashing the past; it’s about

melding a fresh new gameplay vision with

the engine technology and gaming

platform that will make it shine. With

Enclave’s clever mix of distinct character

classes, hack-and-slash action, and wicked

new multiplayer modes, the game is

already well on its way.

The storyline within Enclave plays a

part in both the single-player campaign
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“There’s something very satisfying
about setting off a catapult and
watching it bring down the tower of a
cathedral on someone’s head.”

and the multiplayer missions. In the

game’s world, two opposing factions —
predictably, the warriors of light and

darkness — are preparing to do battle

once more, eons after their world was

torn in half and a giant chasm divided the

sides. Players begin by choosing either the

dark or light side in the coming great war;

and that choice will affect their path

through the game’s 15 to 20 missions. The

next choice is picking one of five unique

character classes — both sides have

roughly equivalent classes — each with its

own skills, strengths, and weaknesses.

Along the way players can use the gold

they earn to improve skills as well as buy

new weapons and armor

Enclave is really a mix of several dif-

ferent game styles, blending third-person

perspective with the speed of Quake III

and the variety and depth of Team

Fortress into a game that almost feels

familiar when you first pick it up. As in

Team Fortress, the genius of the game

lies in its fine-tuned balance. Every char-

acter has its place and can approach

problems from a unique perspective.

“There should be a way to utilize each

class’ specific skillset to accomplish each

mission,” explains Conspiracy Executive

Producer Dan Jevons. “Say there’s an infil-

tration level, and you pick the assassin

character Well, she’ll have to sneak in

without being seen and poison

someone’s food. Another character; like

an ogre, might just take on the enemy

forces head-on. Or maybe the gnome

engineer would have to sneak to a differ-

ent part of the map and align a catapult

to take out the building the target’s in.”

The overall single-player mission struc-

ture is still very much a work in progress,

but the team is dedicated to keeping the

levels fresh and exciting. Some may have

you fighting solo, while in others, you

might command or defend NPCs.

Scripted scenes, like those in Half-Life,

will help in telling the story during the

gameplay in each mission.

One of Enclave’s biggest draws is

that it adds large-scale siege weapons to

the action-adventure formula “Players like

to break stuff; and we want to give them

Splitscreen multiplayer is already up and running on early Xbox hardware. It Is unknown at this point whether the team will be able to incorporate online play
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Any character class can use any weapon,
with class-specific proficiencies dictating how
effective characters are with each weapon

Characters are composed of up to 10,000

polys each. Even the eyes have been modeled
separately so that they can track opponents

the ability to do that on an unprecedent-

ed scale,” admits Starbreeze Programmer

and Designer Jens Andersson. There’s

something very satisfying about setting off

a catapult and watching it bring down the

tower of a cathedral on someone’s head.”

It’s the sort of complex simulation that

could bring the system to a crawl, but the

team has discovered a clever way of pre-

simulating all the possible environmental

break points, then scripting the collapsing

buildings so they look natural. “If you’re

standing in the way of a collapsing building,

the rubble will still push you back and hurt

you,” explains Starbreeze Lead

Programmer Magnus Hogdahl. The only

thing you can’t do is affect its motion,

which would be unrealistic anyway”

Huge game levels further enhance the

action, and the team is striving to make

them as believable as possible. If you see a

door on a building, for example, you can

go inside of it, head up the stairs, smash

the windows on the second floor with a

solid hit, and use the position to snipe

tic. While there are plenty of swords and the

like, you’ll also find bows that can fire arrows
at insanely high speeds

with your crossbow or spells. Even better;

some characters may be able to jump out

the window and then scamper across

neighboring rooftops in search of the ideal

hiding spot Consistency will be key here,

and Andersson admits that he and the

other designers are doing their best to

ensure that players are never confused by

what they can and can’t do. “Ifthe design-

ers want to have a door for decoration,

they must visually show the player it can’t

be opened by barring the door shut with

boards or something,” he declares. “We

don’t want any part of the level to have a

movie-set-style lake front’”

A lot of emphasis will obviously be

placed on the single-player experience,

but multiplayer also promises to be a

huge draw. Besides the requisite

Deathmatch and Capture the Flag modes,

the team is also working on a couple of

unique modes that take advantage of

Enclave’s particular strengths — namely

the variety in character classes and the

MtEcrwn
We all tend to take collision detection for granted, but the absolute

precision with which Enclave tracks hits on your character dramati-

cally enhances the gameplay. Body armor, for example, becomes

much more important if the game can actually detect whether an

incoming arrow hit the armor or that little bit of neck you had

exposed. How fine is this detail? At one point in the middle of our

demo, we jokingly asked the project's executive producer, Dan

Jevons, if a clever bowman could shoot the weapon out of his

opponent’s hands. Surprisingly, he didn’t even look up from the

game. “Oh yeah,” he replied, as if we had just asked one of the most
obvious questions in the world. “If I target your gun and shoot it

with a certain type of arrow, the gun will be knocked out of your

hand and pinned to the wall behind you.” Now, that’s pretty crazy.
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siege weapons. Fortress mode will

require teams to actually capture and use

the siege weapons to destroy their

opponent’s spawn points and win the

game. And naturally, the multi-class

system will work particularly well for the

multiplayer mode, as it gives players a

tremendous amount of tactical variety.

Though the design team may scale back

some of the single-player levels into mul-

tiplayer ones, & la GoldenEye, the group

is designing the majority of the multiplay-

er maps from the ground up to support

the mode of play

The big question is whether or not

the game will be online. Early versions of

Enclave are already playable online (via

PC), but it is still unknown whether

Xbox will have a gaming network in

place by the time this game ships. If it

doesn’t, the four-player split screen will

be the only alternative, severely cutting

down the scale of the multiplayer expe-

rience; the game was originally designed

to support huge, 32-player battles. The

creators are still hopeful that they will

be able to include network support out

of the box, but only time will tell if this

is a real possibility. Still, keep in mind

that Xbox does have a hard drive, so

the possibility of a multiplayer patch

shouldn’t be discounted once the

network is up and running.

With nine months to go until release,

Enclave already looks gorgeous. The tech-

nology is finished, with the exception of

slight engine modifications that will take

advantage ofXbox’s niftier graphical

features. But the majority ofthe team is

now focusing on getting the content in

place and then polishing the game until it

shines. And while we’re still waiting to see

that one Xbox game that makes the

hardware a necessity rather than a luxury

Enclave looks like it could be another

showcase title in a growing stable of

unique products. — Blake Fischer

Players can hide in build-

ings, snipe from windows,

and even climb up to

rooftops if they want
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*Alphas
The folks at Wide stressed to us

that these are only preliminary

graphics, so expect the final version

to look much better

9iS3fe 1

PLAYSTATION 2, PC

P.O.W.: ESCAPE FROM
COLDITZ CASTLE
Publisher Codemasters Developer: Wide Games Release Date December (PS2), Q1 2002 (PC) Origin: UK

Ve haffvays uff makink you play...

B During World War II, the jolly cigar- This dramatic era, when “escapism”

toting Winston Churchill declared, meant something more than daydream-

“It is the duty of every captured Allied ing about sandy beaches or an addiction

officer to attempt escape from whatever to soap operas, has inspired endless

camp the enemy places them in, to films and TV series (ever heard of The

disrupt the Nazi war machine whenever Great Escape? Okay, how about Hogan’s

and however possible.” At the same time Heroes?). Now Codemasters has

Hitler pledged to “break the insolent spirit enlisted the splendid old chaps at Wide

of these prisoners,” and you’ll get no Games to develop the first dedicated

prizes for guessing how. Simply put, there prisoner-of-war escape game, P.O.W.:

were plenty of incentives to get away Escape from Colditz Castle.

The aim of the game is, predictably to

escape from various POW camps as

quickly as possible. How you do this is a

little more complex From a third-person

perspective, with a first-person option

when standing still, you must evade the

guards, collaborate with fellow prisoners,

and use any tools you can to win your

freedom. Stealth and cunning are the

order of the day and there can only be

one corpse — which would be yours, so

you don’t want that.

Interesting subject matter; to be sure,

Predictably, many operations are more safely performed under the

shroud of darkness



and there are certainly some who will

question whether Nazi prison camps

should be considered proper gaming

fodder However; while prison life was

largely horrendous and tragic, many ex-

prisoners often talk about escape

attempts as “a kind of game.” Prisoners

at the infamous Colditz Castle camp

made many incredibly colorful escape

attempts, including building a plane from

smuggled pieces of wood. They intended

to tie the plane to a bathtub and drop

the tub off the castle wall to get things

moving. (Incidentally, they never needed

to, but the plane has since been re-

created and does actually fly.)

P.O.W. offers four camps from

which to escape: Salonika, Stalag Luft I,

Stalag Luft 3, and, of course, Colditz

Castle. Small adjustments have been

made to relieve the tedium of prison life.

Buildings are closer together to cut

down walking time, and a last-forward

option is being considered to condense

less thrilling pursuits such as teaspoon

tunneling. Overall, however; the emphasis

of the game is on atmosphere, realism,

and player creativity. A myriad of tools

such as stones, crowbars, and matches

will be available, often from smugglers,

and every object in the game has

buoyancy and thermodynamic values —
in other words, the game knows what

will float or burn and what won’t. This is

an example of Wide’s continuous effort

to extend the creative potential for

escapes beyond what is deliberately

enabled. As Carl Jones, executive

producer at Wide, says, “We’ve designed

the levels, characters, and tools. Players

design their own escape routes. We fully

expect people to find routes we haven’t

even thought of”

The camera and controls are also

An automobile can make your
— but only if you can get to it



based on the principles of freedom and

immersion. The third-person camera can

alternately freeze in place or follow the

player; while the context-sensitive

controls quickly become intuitive and

are clearly marked onscreen when nec-

essary. Graphically, the landscapes and

characters are detailed but rough,

leaving Wide with considerable polishing

to do; thankfully, they’ve got plenty of

time to do it. The color palette and

tone are exceedingly dark and gloomy

— appropriate enough, as these settings

are not exactly circus environments.

The fact that the game has been
stripped to its core for re-engineering at

this stage is either an ominous sign of

doom or a measure of the designers’

determination to get the fundamentals

right and create a highly playable, immer-

sive experience without the usual side

effects of the adventure genre — particu-

larly the aimless wandering. P.O.W. offers

guidance in the form of an “escape com-

mittee,” which will offer increasingly less

You’re no Solid Snake, so overpowering a guard*

is rarely appropriate. Sometimes, it’s best to sur-

render and start again from square one
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subtle clues on how to escape via the

simplest of escape routes.

Of course, all of the game’s incredible

open-endedness would be for naught if

the guards were too inept to prevent you

from walking right out the front gate.

Thus, Wide’s Gerries have the latest per-

ception and suspicion Al, while fellow

prisoners will survive on individual and

flocking intelligence — all developed in

house as part of the Atlas engine. So it

seems all is going according to plan in

the ambitious Wide camp. If the devel-

oper succeeds in capturing the unique

atmosphere of actual escape attempts,

few gamers will find themselves able to

get away from this game. — John Leaver

The game is full of dynamic shadows, which do little to lighten

the bleak mood generated by your surroundings
<
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Perhaps Galleon ’s most immediately

noticeable feature is its fluid character

animation, which makes Rhama’s gymnastic

tumbles a joy to watch

GAMECUBE, XBOX, PLAYSTATION 2, PC

GALLEON
Publisher: Interplay Developer: Confounding Factor Release Date: Q4 Origin: UK

Can Lara Croft’s creator reinvent third-person

action once again?

E When you’re responsible for

creating one ofthe most successful

(and, as it would turn out, most overused

and over-hyped) characters in the history

of videogames, it begs the question: What

does one do to follow that up? "We

wanted to beat what was going on in that

other game in every conceivable way”

states Toby Gard, original designer of

Tomb Raider and Lara Croft. Which brings

us to Galleon, the current project of

Gard’s Confounding Factor; and his vision

for pulling third-person action and

adventure to the next level.

And in terms of ease of interaction —
and pure athleticism — Galleon’s hero,

the roguish, Sinbad-esque adventurer

Rhama, may very well do just that.

“When it comes to the control system,

out and out, Toby learned from his

previous mistakes,” asserts Rusty Buchert,
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“We wanted to beat

conceivable way.”
- Toby Gard, lead designer, Confounding Factor

U.S. producer for Interplay. The game

flows,” he says. “That’s the only way I can

put it. The game just flows in comparison

to the past.”

Galleon opens with Rhama making his

way to the port of Akbah at the request

of the town’s healer; Areliano. A
mysterious ship, its crew transformed

into wood, has floated into the harbor

and Areliano needs Rhama to investigate

how such an odd occurrence could

happen. Things take a bad turn when

Areliano’s evil assistant, Jabez, finds magic

herbs on board that give him nearly

unstoppable magic powers. After

murdering Areliano, Jabez flies off on the

wind to seek out the source of the herb,

with Rhama and Areliano’s daughter Faith,

close behind to stop him.

“Rhama’s [control and movement] is so

far beyond imagination,” Gard says. “You

have to learn to control the analog stick,

and... well, that’s all.” Galleon was

designed from the ground up to be a

console title, with an extremely simple

control system: one stick and four

buttons. The analog stick rotates the

character and moves him, and there’s a

jump button, an attack button, a “release”

button (for letting go, or breaking off an

action), and the lock-on button.

This last is Galleon’s biggest break

with third-person action of days past.

Rhama’s control is almost purely

contextual; his actions depend on what

he’s interacting with, and where. In

Gard’s view a character’s movement is

about much more than simply moving

him from place to place — it’s a central

gameplay dynamic. When lock-on is

pressed, the view switches to first-

person, and objects in the environment,

or even parts of the environment itself

can be selected. At that point, Rhama

and the third-person camera turn to face

the selected object, remaining oriented

on it no matter how Rhama moves.

At its most basic level, this makes it

easy to line up for a jump: Lock on to the

platform you wish to reach, and there’s no

way a bad camera angle will fool you into

misjudging the leap. However; on another

level, locking on an object can signal

Rhama’s intent to interact with it. Select a

ring of keys hanging from a jailer’s belt, for

example, and Rhama can then rush past

him and grab the keys as he passes by

The lock-on facility is an integral part of

the way that he works,” explains Gard. “It’s

GETTING IN TOUCH
One of Galleon’s most impressive features is that you can interact

in some way with just about every last speck of the environment.

“Most games have a simplified texture environment. They’re happy

having a flat floor, and if there’s a horribly scary object, like a barrel,

they don't want you colliding with it, so they just put a big square

box around it,” says Lead Designer Toby Gard. “We’ve gone in

completely the opposite direction, and Rhama collides 100% with

everything he sees, down to the smallest bit of detail. He’s

clambering all over it. It’s the real thing.”
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how you use objects, how you fight

characters. It’s even a part of getting

around the environments ifyou want to

do it that way”

Objects that can be interacted with

become highlighted when the lock-on

cursor moves over them, but the game

gives numerous other clues, visually

through the graphics and textures, and

also through sound, to how Rhama can

The game offers a mix of exploration and
several different kinds of puzzles, from the

typical “find the key” to using your friends

to fight enemies and recover items

use his environment, or how his

environment can affect him. “We’ve

integrated his movement with our

physics system,” explains Confounding

Factor’s Lead Programmer Chris Tector

“So he has full friction across all the

different surfaces. You have to watch

your environment and try and work your

way around and try to deal with it. That

even includes subtle things like moss,

which blends in. The friction is continually

changing over that, and so when the

footsteps are loose you can hear the

sound of the moss, and you can tell

you’re getting into a slippery situation.

The actual way the environment looks is

totally about the gameplay. It’s not just

pleasant visual effect.”

Rhama’s companions play their part as

well. He’s accompanied by Faith as well

as by Calverly, a shipwright and friend of

Rhama’s whom Jabez has turned into a

monkey, and by Mihoko, ‘the ultimate

kung-fu badass... straight-up the best way

to describe heif Buchert cracks. (It

would seem that Gard’s post-Tomb

Raider resolution that his next lead

character would be male has barely put a

dent in his affinity for tough women).

Each character has his or her own

unique set of skills, and although you

cannot control them directly, you can give

them commands to carry out different

actions, so Mihoko will figure heavily into

combat situations, while Calverl/s agility

and small size enable him to reach

otherwise inaccessible locations.

Such a dynamic combination of action,

exploration, and numerous categories of

puzzle-solving would seem to be a

serious juggling act for the design team,

but Confounding Factor put together a

blueprint and has stuck to it. “Everything

has been designed for a long time," Gard

A CUT
ABOVE
Ail of Galleon's cut

scenes take place

within the game
engine, but in yet

another unique

touch, some of

them are at least

partially

interactive. At

times, you will

retain some
control over

Rhama as other

characters chat

with him. Also, the

game uses a fairly

well-implemented
lip-synching and

facial animation

system, so conver-

sations should also

look terrific.
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Toby Gard insists that little of the game’s action will rely on throwing levers,

and, he promises, “There will be absolutely no blocks to push in this game”

insists. The script for the game was

written around the puzzles, and the

whole story is integrated with the

gameplay You can’t have one without the

other; and to keep the gameplay

interesting each level is very different in

its layout and design. Some levels are

very combat-oriented; others have none.

There are even levels with subgames
.”

Indeed, Galleon has been in

development for over three years, and

little about it has changed conceptually

since the idea was first conceived. The

development time has been spent

building the physics model, the skeletal

animation system, the level editors, the

collision system, graphics effects, and

every other nuts-and-bolts detail. Work
progressed until all facets of the game

could fit comfortably within the highly

ambitious design document, without

making compromises.

“Part and parcel, [Toby] stayed true to

his vision of what the game is from

square one, building the tools to build

the tools to make the game,” Buchert

says. “And now we’re there. Our main

focus for the last year has been gameplay,

gameplay, gameplay.” And the end is in

sight. Confounding Factor hopes to bring

Galleon out this fall, as a launch (or just

post-launch) title for either Xbox or

GameCube, with PlayStation 2 and PC

versions out shortly thereafter

Watching Rhama’s easy athleticism,

navigating a series of stalagmites, sliding

down a drain tunnel, or running up a wall

into a backflip and landing square on his

feet, is enough to impress. “We just can’t

play other third-person games anymore,”

Gard concludes. And if he and the other

members of Confounding Factor have

anything to do with it, after Galleon hits

the stores, none of the rest of us will have

to either — JeffLundrigan/Nigel Edge

“The script for the game was written
around the puzzles, and the whole
story is integrated with the gameplay.
You can’t have one without the other.”

Take a closer look

at this screen, and
you’ll quickly realize

that’s a gap-jawed

monster looming

over Rhama. A
number of the

game’s creatures are

simply huge
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PLAYSTATION 2

SMUGGLER’S RUN 2:
HOSTILE TERRITORY

Publisher: Rockstar Games Developer: Angel Studios Release Date: October Origin: US

B Rockstar recently unveiled its upcoming sequel to one of PS2's best launch

titles. The vehicles and cargo are military in style this time, and the action will

range from ancient ruins in Afghanistan to a Vietnamese fishing village, with environ-

mental hazards ranging from minefields to avalanches. Your cargo is more sensitive as

well. Certain weapons will break or detonate if treated roughly, and some hazardous

materials will explode if not delivered within a certain amount of time.

Mission variety has increased, and you may wind up escorting— or

attacking— a convoy
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ZERO-G MARINES
Publisher: Strategy First Developer: Strategy First Release Date: TBA 2002 Origin: Canada

E Rainbow Six-style, squad-based

tactical action meets System Shock

in this upcoming title from Strategy First.

The player must reclaim a series of space

stations that have been taken over by a

group of mind-controlled, bioengineered

activists. There are several storylines and

endings (& la Deus Ex), and, true to the

game’s title, much of the action takes

place not only in the halls of the afflicted

stations, but in the cold vacuum that

surrounds them.
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Much of the game is about
doling out the pain, which can

be done with weapons ranging

from grenades and machine
guns to bricks and trash cans

OTEOF £
3 y CY

PMbtfs ler: Rockstar Games Developer: Vis Entertainment Release Date: Fall 1 Origin UK

E Leave it to the minds behind the subversive gameplay concepts of Smuggler’s

Run and Grand Theft Auto to come up with an arcade-style game based upon

inciting and maintaining a full-scale urban riot. The game charges players with destabi-

lizing the ruling ATO (American Trade Organization, an oppressive corporate entity)

any way they can. This typically involves beating up countless riot police and gang

members, looting, inciting rioters to attack a specific objective — say, a particular

vehicle or store — and destroying everything in sight. Rockstar’s Terry Donovan

promises the finished product will boast a hundred characters onscreen at a time, and

he likens the game’s feel to that of Crazy Taxi.
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DREAMCAST

HEAVY METAL:
GEOMATRIX

Publisher: Capcom Developer: Capcom Release Date: Q2 (Japan)

Origin: Japan

E Capcom recently unveiled this PowerStone 2-style brawler; which is

indeed based upon the revered Heavy Metal adult comic series. The

12 initially selectable characters were designed by comic artist Simon Bisley,

and in keeping with the game’s namesake, the soundtrack will incorporate

new music from such heavy metal standbys as Megadeth and Iron Maiden.

The arcade version (shown here) uses the PS2-based System 246 board, so

the PS2 port should be quite faithful to the original.

ARCADE, PLAYSTATION 2

JOIO’S BIZARRE
ADVENTURE 5 (TENTATIVE)

Publisher: Capcom Developer: Capcom Release Date: Summer
(Japan) Origin: Japan

E Though Capcom’s attempt to move the beloved Street Fighter

series into 3D has been met with a lukewarm reception, we’re

optimistic that JoJo will fere better Capcom is including interactive envi-

ronments (again, as in PowerStone), and frankly the last game wasn’t

very good to begin with. As before, each combatant will rely on the

power of their “Stand” — an ethereal, symbiotic warrior spirit.

ARCADE

INU NO SANPO
(WALK THE DOG)

Publisher: Sega Developer: Sega Release Date: Spring (Japan)

Origin: Japan

E Having masterfully represented the anglers who hunt the leviathans

of both fresh and salt waters, Sega’s arcade division has set out to

similarly portray that modern cowboy the dog walker Game parameters

involve your walking pace, hitting checkpoints while still letting your canine

go where it wants, and avoiding hazards like traffic and tummyache-causing

food left in the path. If and when a home version is announced, expect

the usual assortment of unlockable items like colored line and new lures.
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review - powerful, easy to master system with

a full professional tool-set. First time authors

can quicklyproduce a full-flightgame, while pro-

fessionals benefit from it's power and flexibility.

amic LightSources/3D Sound/ Terrain Mapping,
Blazing fast Engine/Formats: 3DS, ASC, MDL,
MD2.MAP, BMP, PCX, WAD, MID, WAV, AVI.

WWW.3D CAMESTUDIO.COM ^L^SCONITEC DATASYSTEMS

Standard Ed.: $49.00/Commercial Ed.: $199.00(lnd: Colored lights, AVI+1024X768 Resolution)

Professional Ed.: $1,250.00 find.: Client/Server IPX + TCP/IP, AVI + CD Audio)
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ROGUE
LEADER:
ROGUE SQUADRON II
Publisher: LucasArts Developer: LucasArts/Factor 5 Release Date: GameCube Launch Origin: US

In this first-ever look at a
GameCube game, we can tell you
straight off, this one alone may
make the system worth owning

E Add Rogue Leader: Rogue

Squadron II to the list currently

made up of Metal Gear Solid 2, Black

and White, and Gran Turismo 3.

What list is this? Quite simply, the

short list of hardware movers for

2001 — new games so impressive that

each may convince you to buy the

required hardware just to play it. Even

in its early form, Rogue Leader

transcends the barriers of software

and dumps you ass-first into a rebel

fighter’s cockpit. Never have we seen

a game this early in development

come so close to capturing the

essence of the movie it’s based upon.

But don’t get too comfortable —

you’re going headfirst at 60 frames

per second into an uphill battle

against an evil Empire.

As you’d expect, the premise for

this single-player game (sorry — no

multiplayer options) isn’t that

different from the first Rogue

Squadron. You play as the two main

pilots, Luke Skywalker and, later,

Wedge Antilles, flying various missions

with multiple objectives, in different

locales and a variety of rebel fighters.

From either a cockpit or chase-

camera perspective, you battle the

Empire across II missions in, at

various times, X-Wings, A-Wings, B-

View to a Star Destroyer — this in-game screenshot was taken from the cockpit view. Each

of the five fighters the player pilots in the game offers its own 3D cockpit perspective
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Here's the Death Stains trench run, in

realtime from the chase-camera perspective.

Note the impressive lighting and geometry

Wings, Y-Wings, and Snowspeeders.

But that’s about where the similarities

end. Factor 5 has harnessed the

power of GameCube to bring the

shooter to a deeper level of

immersion.

‘The sense of realism is pretty

damn impressive,” says LucasArts

Producer Brett Tosti. “Just the fact

that you can attack Star Destroyers in

the detail that you really saw in the

movie — there are these huge guns

coming out of it.”

You’re going headfirst at
60 frames per second into
an uphill battle against
an evil Empire.

It’s true. Anyone doubting

GameCube’s ability to perform can

put those fears to rest. When we
looked at the level where players

attack a Star Destroyer in a B-Wing, it

became instantaneously evident that

this is a much different Star Wars

The B-Wing is used in a series of missions.

Factor 5 has done a wonderful job modeling
the ship, complete with rounded edges

Arguably the most
enduring license in

gaming, the four Star
Wars films have
spawned 39
published games —
with more coming.
We've assembled a
list of every released
Star Wars game,
excluding a few
educational titles.

(Compiled by Eric Bratcher)

T~
S'J'Ari 'jJAtiiji

Platform: Atari 2600 (1982),

Intellivision (1 983)

Publisher: Parker Brothers

Developer: Parker Brothers

The very first Star Wars game,
was a vaguely Defender-style 2D
shooter. Your mission: Vanquish

an endless wave of AT-ATs. The
secret: Shoot blinking weak point.

IfJAiiij
Platform: Arcade, C64 (1983),

2600, 5200, ColecoVision (1984)

Publisher: Atari, Parker Brothers

Developer: Atari, Parker

Brothers

Atari’s arcade classic placed you

in an X-Wing cockpit for the

Death Star battle. The vector

graphics were predictably

butchered in later home versions.

ST/AJJ bJAJBi

Platform: Atari 2600 (1983)

Publisher: Parker Brothers

Developer Parker Brothers

A one-on-one light saber duel

with an overhead view. Players

tried to spear their opponent

with light-saber-generated bolts,

while avoiding the “Seeker” ball

in the screen's center.

SttAii 'j'JAiBi

Distil 3b\ii
Platform: Atari 2600, Atari

5200 (1983)

Publisher: Parker Brothers

Developer: Parker Brothers

A Breakoutr/ar's Revenge-style

space shooter in which you pilot

the Millennium Falcon in an

attempt to destroy (what else)

the Death Star.
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Going hands-on with the GameCube controller was a pleasant

and very natural experience. Despite its odd-looking nature and

design, it was very easy to get right into the game. The controller

is far more form-fitting to the hand than the Dreamcast or N64

controller. It feels not unlike holding a PS2 controller and is easily

as comfortable to hold. For Rogue II in its current form, the

shoulder triggers are used to speed and slow your craft; the large

A-button fires the lasers; and by holding the Z-trigger and using

the analog stick, you can barrel-roll your ship. In the cockpit view,

the C-stick enables you to maneuver your camera.

GameCube underpowered? Just look at the

Star Destroyer exhaust ports (left), completely

realized with in-game geometry

from the ones we’ve seen on

Nintendo 64. “With the Star

Destroyer, everything is geometry,

even down to the detail on the deck,”

says Julian Eggebrecht, president of

Factor 5 and producer for the

development house. Eggebrecht talks

comfortably as he demos the level,

and, piloting the B-Wing, drops us in

for a closer look. The background

audio becomes instantly familiar. It’s

the beautiful orchestral score by John

Williams, now in incredible DVD-

quality sound, punctuated by the

droning cries of passing TIE Fighters. A
quick fly-by around the aft end of the

Star Destroyer reveals its incredibly

large and detailed exhausts ports.

“What you are seeing here,”

Eggebrecht continues, “is a model

built with 130,000 polygons.”

upcoming E3 tradeshow. One of

these is the game’s very first level,

which takes its inspiration straight

from the first Star Wars arcade

game. You must take your X-Wing

into the deadly trench to make that

one-in-a-million shot and destroy the

Death Star. “In fact,” Eggebrecht says,

“we’re taking quiet a bit of inspiration

from the old Atari game.”

Sure enough, we found ourselves

skimming over the surface of the

Death Star, shooting out the gun

turrets placed atop tall spires. We
even shot at the occasional TIE

Fighters crossing our path, and having

completely destroyed the wing of

one, we watched as it went spiraling

to its demise in an explosive crash

onto the Death Star’s surface. At the

risk of repetition — it was just like in

the movie.

There’s also the aforementioned

Star Destroyer attack in the B-Wing,

and in the third level, we took an A-

Wing into some heated dogfights

During our visit to Factor 5, we
were privy to the three playable

levels that will be featured at the
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Platform: Arcade (1 984)

Publisher: Atari

Developer. Atari

After the success of its original

vector-style shooter. Atari

unfortunately went in exactly the

opposite direction with this

uninspired, isometric raster-

blaster.

STAK VVAFiyi 3M?lfX3
HAO/.

Platform: Arcade (1985), C-64

(1988)

Publisher Atari, Domark
Developer: Atari, Vektor Grafix

This “new” game was actually

just a conversion of the original

Star Wars arcade game, substi-

tuting probe droids and walkers

for TIE fighters and towers.

3\TAFi WAfiiJ
Platform: NES (1991), Sega
Master System (1 993)

Publisher: JVC
Developer Beam Software

Play as Luke Skywalker (among
others) in all his 2D, spritely

glory. This was the first in JVC’s

series of platform shooters,

known for their level variety and
high degree of difficulty.

Sii£ ilMF'JiiS

HAS.;s

Platform: NES (1992)

Publisher: JVC
Developer: Sculptured Software

Another of JVC’s side-scrolling

frustration-generating machines.

Overly challenging and full of

cheap deaths, just as its

predecessor was. And no, you

couldn't slice open the Tauntaun.

Q lW MMbv

3UP-2JJ 3TAii MZAxiSJ

Platform: SNES (1992)

Publisher: JVC
Developer: Sculptured Software

JVC’s chronically difficult 2D
platform series moves to SNES,
complete with occasional Mode
7, first- and third-person

vehicular segments. And as seen

above, the very deadly, laser-

tailed sand lobsters of Tatooine.
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with TIE Fighters over the cloud city

of Bespin.

Every level will feature familiar

locations, and listening to Tosti

describe the overall mission sequence

sounds as if he’s reciting a list of the

greatest battle scenes from the

original movie trilogy.

“The story really starts with the

destruction of the Death Star,” Tosti

says. “We go to Hoth, escape Hoth, go

SSI WiB

through asteroid fields. Then we get

word that there’s information for a

second Death Star, and there’s a

whole series of missions that leads

you to that, and then it climaxes with

the attack on the second Death Star.

Beyond that, we have a whole series

of bonus missions that are outside of

the whole story arc.” These are

unlocked by earning medals, just as in

the original Rogue Squadron. Tosti

would prefer to surprise players with

the nature of these missions, but he

did say that “they are the cool things

that people would like to do from the

movies.” We also managed to learn of

one bonus mission during our visit:

Hop in Darth Vader’s Advanced TIE

Fighter over the Death Star, and shoot

down incoming X-Wings. (Sounds like

a pretty good reason to earn medals.)

While the original Rogue Squadron
went on to sell more than a million

copies, there were criticisms about

the game’s speed and interface. The

team is working on giving players a

better impression of speed and

building the radar in 3D. But without

question, it’s the Al that should bring

Rogue Leader to the next level.

Factor 5 has dedicated one

programmer solely to the task of

creating the necessary code to give

both enemy fighters and your CPU-

piloted squadron members better

free-roaming capabilities.

“One of the main criticisms of the

first Rogue,” says Eggebrecht, “was

that [the enemy Al path] was all on

rails. The TIEs are not stupid anymore.

Basically, if you’re chasing one, when
you hit it, it actually tries to evade

and dogfight with you.” This became

obvious to us as soon as we engaged

a TIE Fighter over Bespin. After

putting a well-placed shot into the

back of a TIE, it went into a frenzy of

evasive maneuvers, quickly escaping

as we vainly tried to finish it off.

DUP^Ji syX&i !i!/Ari3i SiZliZL ASSAULT AAJJ/JS STAFJ YYAFiS STAJJ VVAJiS UilSSS
Z&iPIPZ STiilliaS SAUJ1 Platform: 3DO, Sega CD, PC Platform: PC (1 993) Platform: Arcade (1 993), 32X Platform: PC (1 993), Sega CD
Platform: SNES (1 993) (1 993), Mac (1 994) Publisher LucasArts (titled Star Wars Arcade) (1 994) (1 994)

Publisher: JVC Publisher: JVC, LucasArts Developer: Totally Games Publisher: Sega Publisher: Software Toolworks

Developer Sculptured Software Developer: LucasArts Expansions: Imperial Pursuit, Developer AM3 Developer Software Toolworks

B-Wing
JVC's second 2D side-scroller An FMV shooter on rails that was This obscure arcade shooter that Weak attempt at updating chess,

for SNES adds force powers and hindered — like many early CD- The first Star Wars game enabled players to assault the inspired by, but not remotely as

is slightly less difficult, but it still ROM titles— by relentless sub- designed for PC was also the Death Star while piloting either entertaining as, the famous R2-

wasn’t very much fun. stitution of canned video and first game in Larry Holland's an X-Wing or Y-Wing. Later, as a D2 vs. Chewbacca match in Star

sound in place of actual long-running series of excellent 32X launch title, it proved how Wars.

gameplay. space dogfighting sims. useless the 32X really was.
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“The sense of
realism is pretty
damn impressive...
Just the fact that
you can attack
Star Destroyers'in
the detail that you
really saw ih the
movie.”

Brett Tosti, producer, LucasArts

*

As Rogue Leader, you're given

command of two wingmen. Here they

are flanking the player’s B-Wing

Eggebrecht consoled us by explaining

that Bespin will be the eighth level of

the game, and as such, the TIEs are

considerably more difficult to shoot.

Aside from creating more
believable enemy ships, the team has

come up with a unique new way to

make you feel like you are the leader

of the Squadron: giving you the

power to command two wingmen.

‘This happens roughly 10 times a

mission,” says Tosti. “You can tell

them, ‘form up on me, and give me

some protection.’ You can tell them

to go after specific targets.... You may
want your wingmen to help take out

missile turrets while you take out

TIEs, or vice versa.”

Sure enough, in the course of the

demo, a special cross-shaped display,

which you use to command your

wingmen, appeared in the upper left-

hand corner of the screen. As players

pilot their ship via the analog tick, the

D-pad is used to issue commands. A
quick press on the D-pad in one of

the four compass directions issues

one of four different commands. The

developers explain that the idea is to

balance the level of participation by

the Squadron, giving players the

feeling they are part of a group, and

as the group leader, their actions have

repercussions that affect the rest. “If

you notice, one of the wingmen
commands is ‘Flee,’” Eggebrecht says.

“If your wingmen are getting pounded

by laser fire, one of them may get

really weak and may call in saying,

iiUPi&i
v? -fite jjidj

Platform: SNES (1994)

Publisher: JVC
Developer Sculptured Software

The last of JVC’s side-view

platform/third-person vehicular

adventure hybrids. The high

point: the joy of dying intention-

ally on the level where you play

as an Ewok.

\rj-3 sj&rrzn
Platform: PC (1994)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer: Totally Games
Expansions: Defender of the

Empire

Larry Holland’s second PC sim

was even better than the original

X-Wing. It places the player in

the role of an Imperial pilot trying

simply to keep the peace.

r'JWJZZ
Platform: PC, CD-ROM (1995),

PlayStation (1 996)

Publisher: LucasArts, Big Bang
Software

Developer: LucasArts

Star Wars moves into the era of

the modern FPS. Players control

Kyle Katam, a Rebel-hired

mercenary investigating a new,

vicious strain of Imperial soldier.

ASSAULT JJi

Tsil sUDDlii LiUPJAL
Platform: PC, Mac (1995),

PlayStation (1 996)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer: LucasArts, Factor 5

Like the first game, this sequel

blends dogfighting with on-foot

adventure and featured live-

action cut scenes. It didn’t

improve much either.

SUALy’jVS Jr TUL

Platform: PC, N64 (1997)

Publisher. Nintendo of America

Developer: LucasArts

This successful, if inconsistent,

early N64 title assembled a mix

of gameplay styles, from on-foot

first- or third-person shooting to

piloting a snowspeeder, swoop,

or Dash Rendar’s Outrider.
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J Factor 5 insists these explosions are still

early examples. They are planning on making
them better and including more particle effects

‘Luke, I’m about to die. What should I

do?’ If you then lead him to his death,

you probably won’t get a gold medal,

because you have to save your

wingmen. So at the appropriate times

you have to send them away. Other

times, they may even call and ask for

your assistance.”

The wingmen will also assist lesser

pilots who may need a little more

help. Tosti explains that the wingmen

will provide “dynamic difficulty

adjustment.” This relatively new term

is being used by designers industry-

wide to refer to a game’s ability to

track how well players are doing and

adjust the difficulty to keep them
from repetitive failure. For example,

if the player is doing well, Tosti

explains, the wingmen will fly around

and try to shoot some targets. “But,”

Tosti explains, “if you aren’t doing

well, dying a number of times, and

your shot percentage is bad, your

wingmen will come in and show you

what to attack.” Of course, the more

3TArJ WAF13 MOttUPUL'/
Platform: PC (1997)

Publisher: Hasbro Interactive

Developer: Artech studios

Not exactly the interactive

medium’s state-of-the-art Star

Wars show piece. Here’s the

classic board game as it

appeared long ago in a galaxy

far, far away. Go directly to the

Death Star, do not collect S200.

^VVJAIS 73, -fte rlDAAZH
Platform: PC (1997)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer: Totally Games
Expansions: Balance of Power

The third in Totally Games' long-

running series of PC titles

introduced clamored-for

multiplayer features, though the

single-player storyline suffered

as a result.

'/DDA 3'/3.Fil.33

Platform: PC (1997)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer. LucasArts

Less a game than an interactive

screen saver, this primitive title

featured a super-deformed Luke

performing various tasks for

Yoda. It was clearly aimed at the

“I play computer Solitaire during

my coffee break" set.

J5DJ
DAA'A rDADZD JJ

Platform: PC (1997)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer LucasArts

Expansions: Mysteries of the

Sith

The anticipated sequel to Jedi

Knight where players, as Kyle

Katam, could choose the light or

dark disciplines of the force.

WAFi3j AlA^IiS
Dr T-lFiAS J1A3J

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer: LucasArts

This infamous 3D fighting game
was weakened by stiff controls

and stiffer animation. The cast

included Vader, Boba Fett, the

Gamorean guard, and Arden Lyn,

whom you will never see again.
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assistance players require of the

wingmen, the less likely they are to

win any medals. But it’s one way to

keep the Force-less wonders from

getting too frustrated and quitting

the game altogether.

Factor 5’s technical achievements

on Rogue Leader are proof enough

that GameCube is a machine worthy

of the “next generation” moniker. The

graphics have a very crisp feel to

them, which can be attributed to the

combination of full-scene anti-aliasing

and a 60fps framerate. The machine

has no trouble handling eight texture

passes per polygonal surface, and,

according to Eggebrecht, the machine

handles incredible amounts of

geometry without compromising any

of the texture effects. Gone are the

N64 days of the blurry textures;

GameCube’s texture compression

technique has enabled Factor 5 to

bring enormous amounts of textures

to the Star Wars universe at fairly

large texture sizes. The team has

bump-mapped every texture in the

game and has added other effects

including specularity, dirt maps, and

even illumination maps. Want an

example of an illumination map? In a

night level on Bespin, the buildings’

windows will light up, courtesy of the

illumination maps designed for the

window areas.

There are even more effects that

help create a more believable

environment, though you wouldn’t

necessarily notice them individually

if Eggebrecht weren’t around to

point them out. In Bespin, he calls

our attention to a reflection map of

the sky that was made for the entire

cityscape. “It’s very subtle,”

Eggebrecht says. ‘That’s what really

fits Ithe buildings] into the scenery.”

But he’s quick to note that the

actual lighting is all being done in

realtime. “The sun is really reflecting

“The TIEs are not stupid
anymore... They actually try
to evade and dogfight with
you.” — Julian Eggebrecht, president/producer, Factor S

on those buildings — that isn’t in

the textures, and the machine is

handling it well. We’re surprised,

almost on a daily basis, how much
we can throw at thing.”

Looking at the environments, it’s

not surprising to hear that many of

the development team members
who worked on N64’s Rogue

Squadron are back for the sequel,

including several level designers and

artists. One of the sentiments the

team expressed was that the tools

are so powerful, they’ve had more
time to work on the actual content.

Perhaps that’s why we’re not too

surprised to hear Tosti say, “We’re

having lots of little cameos. When

3'j*Ari WAFiSj S'S'All WAFJSi 3333.3 3JA3 MAPI3 TJiJiDSY 3\fA3 'jJAJ&i .33J3UU.3 J 3\fA3 WAFJSi .33J3333 J

Platform: PC (1998) 31! HADJI 9jJ AJiCAD.3 iiA33.Fl T>J3 J/FJAj'J-JDj'j] M3jUAD.3
Publisher: LucasArts Platform: N64, PC (as Rogue Platform: Arcade (1 998) Platform: PC, N64 (1 999), DC Platform: PC, PlayStation (1999)

Developer: Coolhand Interactive Squadron 3D) (1 998) Publisher: Sega (2000) Publisher: LucasArts

Publisher: LucasArts Developer: Sega Publisher: LucasArts Developer: Big Ape Productions

This RTS enabled players to Developer: Factor 5 Developer: LucasArts

build their own empire, featuring An amazing Model-3 shooter This 3D action adventure

characters from the Star Wars The second N64 game proved to that begins with Star Wars’ One of the better Episode I- attempted to blend Episode /’

s

books as well as the films. As the be a charm. Luke and Wedge’s climactic Battle of Yavin and themed games, this title follows plot with Gaunf/ef-style

story goes, a Next Gen editor 1 5-level dogfighting adventure ends with the destruction of the the pod racing circuit at gameplay, but proved ultimately

actually fell asleep during the spans the empire— from second Death Star. Use the breakneck speed through 21 unfulfilling.

first demo of this game. Oops. Tatooine to Kessel’s spice mines. Force, but bring lots of quarters. exotic tracks.
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ECover Story

Note the wingmen command options in the

upper left corner of these screenshots (above,

below). Press the D-pad in one of the four

directions, and they’ll follow that order

you go to Bespin, you may hear

Lando or see his vehicles. When
you’re attacking the Death Star, you

may hear Obi Wan... We’re trying to

bring in as many established Star

Wars characters as possible.”

In tackling the new GameCube
hardware, some of the designers are

sharing the art duties, and the artists

and level designers feel they are

benefiting from a shared workspace.

The results are lush, detailed environ-

ments that are designed from the

start to work within the game
engine’s limitations. Even the game’s

music composer is working in-house

at Factor 5 — not surprising as Factor

5 is also providing, for Nintendo,

GameCube’s suite of sound design

tools, called “MusyX.” Moreover,

having the composer in-house has

enabled the team to capture the

perfect musical ambiance for each

level. This is exactly how games

become a cohesive experience even

at a pre-alpha stage, and Rogue
Leader is a shining example of this.

But some of the more ambitious

FICHTEIIS

“I feel like we can finally

give players the experience
they’ve always wanted.”

srAji
Jl-M/Ji'Ja ALlliUlOS
Platform: PC (1999)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer: Totally Games

Holland’s final Star Wars-based
space combat epic. Players

control the one and only

Millennium Falcon — though not

as Han Solo.

zXfjHii 'jJj-tt&i 3PJ J;
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Platform: PC (1999)

Publisher: Lucas Learning

Developer Lucas Learning

A young-skewing (ages 9 and

up), Sim City-derived, world-

building game in which the player

must establish a viable

ecosystem on one of Naboo’s

moons.

Platform: PC (1999)

Publisher: Lucas Learning

Developer: Lucas Learning

Despite being fundamentally a

children’s puzzle game, this title

is actually regarded as one of

the better recent Star Wars
games.

Platform: DC, PSX (2000)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer Luxoflux

The developer of Vigilante 8
mixed its vehicular-combat

chocolate with the Star Wars
universe peanut butter, but what
resulted wasn't nearly as good
as something from Reese’s.

\

STAFi 'jJAt&i 5PJSOD* J

iiATTLS PUii )'!£=)'£>£)

Platform: N64 (2000), PC (2001)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer Factor 5

This poor N64 flight combat
game was even worse in its PC
version. It really begs the

question: Was Naboo actually

worth saving to begin with?
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Platform: PS2, PC (2001)

Publisher Lucas Learning

Developer: Lucas Learning

37AFJ 'j'JAJiiji rUUSZ
'JSisWjiAllDZli
Platform: PC (2000)

Publisher LucasArts

Developer Ronin Entertainment

M/AH3S &&ODE
J5uj pifflten iij.vrj*L5:

Platform: PSOne, DC (2000)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer LucasArts

3-rAFi V/Ar'iSi

All'JALiZ
Platform: Arcade (2000)

Publisher Sega
Developer: AM5

STAFi 'jJAJOj

/AriFJdjJ'i“^jJ

Platform: PlayStation 2 (2001)

Publisher: LucasArts

Developer: LucasArts

levels are still too early to show. To AT-ATs, go and take down the AT-ATs.’

hear Tosti describe the battle on the

ice planet of Hoth, it’s obviously If there is another universe

going to be more than just remotely as inspirational as the one

snowspeeders against an empty Lucas has created with Star Wars,

plane of the Empire’s walkers. “We’re please point us toward it. Nothing

doing Hoth’s AT-AT attack to much has captured the imagination of the

greater detail,” he says. “We’re going staff of this magazine the way Star

to have ground squads of snowtroop- Wars has, and nothing else probably

ers running from foxhole to foxhole, ever will. This is why we cannot

and you can strafe those guys, and underscore the importance of Julian

you’ll have the Rebel troops out Eggebrecht’s final comment: “I feel

there fighting. It will be a complete like we can finally give players the

battleground — not just ‘here are the experience they’ve always wanted.”

If the team at Factor 5 delivers on

this ambition — and it most certainly

looks like the Force is with them —
Eggebrecht and crew may actually

one-up ol’ George Lucas himself.

Twenty-four years after the first film,

we’ll really know how it feels to be

Luke Skywalker, the fighter pilot,

barreling down the trench of the

Death Star. That isn’t just the beauty

of a next-generation GameCube
game — it is the realized, certifiable

magic that is this medium.
— Tom Russo

.i..
f
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LucasArts’ second attempt at an

RTS started as a 2D game and
switched to 3D, keeping it in

development for over 3 years. It

released with little Force power.

This uninspired 3D (yet side-

view) platform-action game with

several playable Jedi proved

once more that Battle Droids are

no substitute for Stormtroopers.

Despite a heavy similarity to Star

Wars: Episode I Racer, Sega’s

excellent arcade machine is

actually an entirely independent,

albeit identically themed, game.

The first Star Wars title for PS2.

The stunning flight combat game
was based in the Episode I

timeline, complete with great

graphics and three playable

characters.

The Dreamcast version may be

Bantha Fodder — cancelled, that

is — but PC and PS2 kart-racing

fans can guide a big-headed

Yoda to victory. Sorry, you are.
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The white flag’s been waved, and Dreamcast has become the first casualty of

the next-generation console war Which consoles will Sega rally behind? Will

there be any new Dreamcast games? (Yes.) Going into this year’s big E3 trade

show, we examine-.

The plan to rebuild a great videogame empire

“Anticipation.” That’s the

word Sega President and

COO Peter Moore

chooses to describe the mood in

the Sega office now that the

company is transitioning out of

the hardware business. A brave

new world of opportunity has

opened up for Sega now that it

has freed itself from the shackles

of a single platform. The

company has already planted a

flag in the multi-platform market,

having announced Virtua Fighter

4 and several other games for

PlayStation 2, and more recently,

announcing that it is working on

II Xbox titles.

“The [third-party] publishing

world has a very powerful

member joining,” forewarns

Moore. “Very few companies can

bring the amount of talent, char-

acters, and franchises to this

business that Sega can.”

Simply put, the Dreamcast

didn’t work out. The challenges

of creating a viable installed base

have been widely reported, and

at the end of the year Sega will

leave 4.5 million Dreamcast

owners without any further plans

to support the system. But

despite Sega’s exit from the

hardware business, the

Dreamcast bridged a significant

gap in videogame history

between PlayStation and

Nintendo 64, and other next-

generation consoles. Sega now
enters the third-party publishing

market with guns blazing,

building on old and recently

established intellectual proper-

ties such as VF4, Space Channel

5, and Sakura Wars for PS2, as

well as Jet Grind Radio Future,

Sega GT, and Panzer Dragoon

[see News, page 04] for Xbox.

With Sony, Microsoft, and

Nintendo shelling out millions to

market their game consoles, Sega

seems poised for a successful

ride on their coattails.

That Was Then,
This Is Now
But bringing a company from

first-party console manufacturer

to platform-agnostic publisher

can’t be done overnight. First,

there’s the task of changing foes

into friends, and that starts with

Sony, Microsoft, and Nintendo. Of

course, there’s been plenty of

competitive silliness, such as the

barbecue that Sega staged

outside Sony’s press conference

at last year’s E3, where Sonic

roasted little Crash Bandicoot

dolls. But in the the end, there’s

too much money at stake to

harbor bad feelings. In fact,

there’s no doubt Sega has been

wined and dined by the remain-

ing first-party console manufac-

turers as they try to lock down
system-selling exclusives, much in

the same way Sega courted

Namco for Dreamcast’s Soul

Calibur. “Everyone’s going to try

[to get exclusive Sega games], but

we’re going to do what’s best for

Sega,” says Moore.

Sega has already inked agree-

ments to publish games for PS2

and Xbox, and a GameCube
announcement at E3 is inevitable,

especially with Sega Game Boy

Advance titles already available in

Japan. Moore admits he can work

out favorable deals for his

company, but doesn’t think he’s

receiving any better treatment

than the type EA can demand. “I

don’t want to do deals where I’m

at a disadvantage with anybody”

he explains. “I don’t need to do

that, and the deals we’ve struck

with our console partners are

competitive in the marketplace.

What would be a challenge is if
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“Everyone’s going to try [to get
exclusive Sega games], but
we’re going to do what’s best
for Sega.”

I

HIDEKJ SATO
president,
Sega Corp.

Hideki Sato is a

lifetime Sega

employee and was
formerly COO of the

company. Although

part of Sega’s inner

circle, expect Sato to

lead Sega toward new horizons —
he was one of the first in the

console business to decry the lack of

innovation in the traditional

videogame industry and was an early

proponent of a network-centric

strategy for Sega.

Next Gen: What role does Sega now
play in the game industry?

Hideki Sato: Sega is a strong develop-

ment company, so for any console to

succeed, a Sega title is very impor-

tant. Every platform maker thinks so.

NG: Your sports titles have done
very well in the U.S. How important

are they to your next-gen plans?

HS: More than half the U.S. software

library will be done by Sega Sports.

NG: Will Sega continue to pursue

games in unproven categories, like

Seaman and Samba de Amigo?

HS: Yes. Although every title has a

risk factor, we have to challenge.

Though some Sega games [were not

commercial successes], we must
continue to challenge the gamer with

new experiences or they’ll get tired

of our games.

NG: But haven’t risky games, even
Shenmue, hurt Sega?

HS: If we think of just the software

business, very honestly speaking, we
have not recouped yet. But when I

think of the development advances

we learned that can be applied to

other games, that investment will

someday be recouped.

NG: Now that Dreamcast is being

phased out, what would gamers find

most surprising about the system?

HS: In the beginning, Dreamcast was
going to have a water-cooled system,

like a car. But the water-cooler

system is more expensive than the

conventional heat sync, so we ended
up making that change.

— Peter Moore, president and COO, Sega

someone got a sweetheart deal

and we didn’t, but I can assure

you that no one is dismissing

Sega and giving us a run-of-the-

mill deal.”

New Developments
Although Sega prides itself on its

intellectual properties and fran-

chises, the company’s success will

hinge on what it does with them.

It’s true that part of the market-

ing battle has already been

fought in branding characters like

Ulala and Sonic, but gamers will

expect new experiences on their

Visual Concepts concedes that EA
has a head start in Madden (above),

but not as long a lead as many believe

Few development
companies can be
mentioned in the

same sentence with

Sega’s internal teams,

and Yu Suzuki is a big

reason why. The man
responsible for Out Run, Shenmue,
and the Virtua Fighter series now
moves to PlayStation 2, and few
industry developments have created

such a buzz. Why all the commotion?
Back during the days of Sega Saturn,

Suzuki didn’t want anything to do
with the complicated new platform,

but he ended up making Virtua

Fighter 2, one of the most stunning

games for the console. Now Suzuki is

working on Virtua Fighter 4 for

another new, complicated platform

in PlayStation 2.

“I respect Yu Suzuki as a game
designer,” says Tomonobu Itagaki,

head of Team Ninja at Tecmo. “Every

project he’s been involved in has

raised expectations of the industry.”

Those “raised expectations” have

already surfaced in VF4. The arcade

version was met with great fanfare at

the recent AOU coin-op show in

Japan, showcasing complex, interac-

tive environments and refined char-

acter models (NG 05/01).

So will having Suzuki’s team
working on PS2 tip the console war
in Sony’s favor? The safe bet is that

Microsoft will soon make its own
AM2 announcement, because tradi-

tionally Suzuki hasn't limited his

talents to a single technology. ‘The

bottom line is that the titles are the

most important thing,” Suzuki said to

Daily Radar. “The users can choose

what hardware they want — it’s up
to me to make the games.”

Peter Moore repeatedly hypothesized how well-received Sonic would be on
GameCube. We say It’s just a matter of time...

new platforms. This shouldn’t be

a problem for Sega’s develop-

ment teams. Sources indicate

that after last May’s internal reor-

ganization, many of Sega’s nine

studios (which make up a work-

force of more than 1,000 people)

began inquiring about working

on non-Sega hardware.

Now each group has been

given a level of autonomy over

what platform each pursues.

Moore thinks that platform

strategies will depend on skill

sets, and he points to Smilebit’s

PC background as a reason the

team is working on Gunvalkyrie

for the PC-development-friendly

I

YU SUZUKI
director,

AM2
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Visual Concepts put

Dreamcast on the

map, creating the

platform’s first system-

seller, NFL2K. EA now v
W**

has some stiff competi- * ^
tion, and it looks like Visual Concepts

and EA Sports will push each other to

incredible levels of gameplay.

Next Gen: Does EA have a head start

on you in the PS2 sports category?

Greg Thomas: EA definitely has a

head start on us with PS2 — just look

at Madden 2001. However, they do

not have as much of a head start as it

may appear. From an online perspec-

tive, we definitely have an advantage.

We have built real modular, robust

network code that we will continue

to build and adapt as we go along.

NFL2KI proved that online gaming is

the future and online play will be a

standard feature that all sports games
will need to have — like a Franchise

mode feature.

NG: What did you learn from devel-

oping Dreamcast games that you can

use on other platforms?

GT: With our sports games specifically,

all of the gameplay code will be used

on all platforms. This is a huge advan-

tage for us because we have games
that we are already happy with from

a gameplay standpoint. So we will add

a whole bunch of new features and

advance the visuals as much as we
can. All of our online designs and

code can be used for the new plat-

forms, so we can simply build on it.

NG: Is it difficult to develop games in

a genre, such as sports, that tends to

be U.S.-centric?

GT: Although sports games generally

perform better in North America,

many of our sports games have been
published in the Asian market as well.

Just as Sega of Japan creates titles

specific to the Japanese market, we
do the same in the U.S. Of course, we
also want to create global titles that

can cross over into any culture.

NG: Do global markets need their

own athletes to “star” in a game?
GT: American athletes are popular

around the world. Japanese con-

sumers get excited about famous

U.S. players and they watch
American sports on television, so

sports games including American
athletes often do well in many other

countries.

“We’re not at a huge disadvan-
tage versus [first-generation PS2
developers], but it will take us
some time — we’re not making
cookies here.” — Peter Moore

I

“The [third-party] publishing
world has a very powerful
member joining.”

Xbox. Similarly, it would make

sense for Yuji Naka’s Sonic Team

to develop a Sonic game for

GameCube that would attract

the young audience that gravi-

tates toward the simpler,

platform-hopping gameplay. The

Sega teams have already devel-

oped a strong sense of inde-

pendence since the split, and the

ability to work on different

systems should further differenti-

ate them from each other. Given

Sega’s collective experience

developing for proprietary

hardware (such as Model 3 and

Naomi), the head start taken by

new publishing rivals such as EA

and Konami on PS2 and Xbox

isn’t an insurmountable lead. Still,

it would be foolish to expect

Sega to leap to the top this year.

“We’re not at a huge disad-

vantage versus [first-generation

PS2 developers], but it will take

us some time — we’re not

making cookies here,” cautions

Moore. “There’s a rhythm to

being a publisher, where you

have to look up to 24 months

ahead and analyze projections. In

the first fiscal year [of multi-

platform development], we
won’t be up to speed with all

pistons flying because we’re

going through this transition

period away from the hardware

business and into the software

business. You’re still going to see

the majority of our revenues

driven by Dreamcast software

sales this fiscal year, but when
the next fiscal year starts April I,

2002, you’ll see us in full flight,

and it won’t take us long to chal-

lenge for the number-one third-

No more E3 antics like these: Sonic

roasting Crash at Sega’s BBQ last year

Wow still has Bass Fishing 2 (top) coming for Dreamcast; Smllebit showed Its

Xbox development prowess at Tokyo Game Show wttti Gunvalkyrie (bottom)

party publisher spot.”

Saturn, Part 21

When Sega announced it was

discontinuing production of

Dreamcast, many gamers snick-

ered that Dreamcast was the

second coming of the Saturn

fiasco. Moore takes issue with

this view and points out that the

two situations are dissimilar

Though no longer pro-

gramming games
himself, Yuji Naka still

comes up with game
concepts and has his

hands in every Sonic

Team project.

Next Gen: How will Phantasy Star

Online 2 differ from its predecessor?

Yuji Naka: The biggest difference will

be the ability to battle between
partners. I still place a very strong

significance on cooperation, and the

game still involves raising the charac-

ter yourself and collecting items to

use in battle, but this battle mode is

for you to challenge yourself and

challenge your character.

NG: Why did you bring Chu Chu
Rocket to Game Boy Advance?

YN: I decided a long time ago to

develop Chu Chu Rocket for GBA
because I considered that GBA
wouldn’t be a competitor of

Dreamcast. Of the 21 third-party

titles for GBA, Chu Chu Rocket will

be the only game that has multiplay-

er capabilities. The important thing

about GBA is that you only need one
cartridge for two players to play

each other. Games and toys are very

expensive these days, and I want to

make them more accessible to kids.

NG: Are the technical differences

between consoles a challenge?

YN: I don't put much emphasis on the

graphics, so the graphics aren't impor-

tant. From a game creator’s point of

view, it’s very difficult — they’re more
advanced than I need them to be. I’m

searching for other types of improve-

ments besides graphics, and network-

ing is one of them.
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-Special
because Saturn never really got

off the ground. Good Saturn

games were only available

toward the end, which stunted

hardware sales and hurt retailers

because they had no price pro-

tection on their inventory

orders. Dreamcast, Moore

I

TETSUYA MiZUGUCHI
lead designer,
United Game Artists

Sega thought enough
of UGA to throw a lot

' W . :l

of money at branding J H
its Ulala character, but „ w
the critically

acclaimed Space
Channel 5 didn’t meet
with commercial success. With so

much invested in creating a new
company mascot, you can bet Sega

has big plans for the sequel.

Next Gen: Why are you excited

about developing for other plat-

forms?

Tetsuya Mizuguchi: I’m not unhappy

with Dreamcast, but from a creator’s

point of view I want all the people in

the world to be able to play my
games.

NG: Are PS2 and other next-genera-

tion consoles the next step to

achieve this?

TM: Not necessarily. I’ve thought

about different media and devices

than just consoles. Maybe a portable

version, or anything with a keyboard

or a cell phone. The cell phone in

japan already has Internet access,

and they could install a graphics

engine. I really don’t intend to

provide games to cell phones, I just

want to provide some sort of

medium to provide communication
to the cell phone user. It’s a totally

different image than they have in

America.

NG: What’s your next big project?

TM: We’re doing the next Space
Channel 5 on PS2, and it’ll be more
like a musical. The Japanese version’s

dialogue became sort of like a trend

in the Japanese market, and that’s

the kind of effect I want to bring into

this one. My regret is the dialogue is

supposed to be very funny in the

Japanese version, but when you

translate it to English, the fun was
gone.

NG: Is it a challenge to be so

involved in your team’s games?

TM: I'm just working on two titles at

the moment, but the producer of

the [Resident Evil] games at Capcom
always has about 10 titles running at

the same time. I can’t handle that.

Three game projects are the

maximum for me. I can only handle

three because my team is at the

stage where I’m developing my game
creators. Two years ago, I gathered a

lot of young people who were inex-

perienced in the game industry. In

the future, maybe we’ll have five or

more titles in progress at the same
time, but I’m cautious because one
wrong title can mess up everything.

claims, has been very successful

for retailers and should still drive

software sales through this year.

Although Babbage’s, Etc. has

already begun to phase its

Dreamcast inventory to its

Funcoland subsidiary, which spe-

cializes in used and discontinued

games, a stable of quality titles is

still on its way from Sega and its

remaining third-party publishers.

These games will include

NFL2K2 and other games that,

though forthcoming on other

platforms, will first be available

on Dreamcast (see Dreamcast

Survivor’s Guide, page 72).

“When I look at the Dreamcast

lineup and I look at the other

platforms, we still have a better

lineup of games than anybody

else,” boasts Moore.

Online Help
Despite the crash of the Internet

economy, many industry insiders

still consider the future of gaming

to be online. Networked console

gaming wasn’t attractive enough

to gain widespread consumer

support for Dreamcast, but Sega

broke new ground by proving

that online console games are

viable. Staying true to its vision of

a future in networked gaming,

Sega plans to ship the Xbox
versions of NFL2K2 and NBA2K2
with online capabilities, even if

I

“When I look at the Dreamcast
lineup and I look at the other
platforms, we still have a better
lineup of games than anybody
p|cp Wvldvi — Peter Mooi

the system doesn’t launch with

connectivity out of the box. Of

course, this hinges on Microsoft

supplying the necessary drivers in

time, and Moore is vehement in

stating that he will not delay the

release of a game to add online

support — or anything else that

could potentially slow Sega’s

march toward profitability.

“Our hope is the baton will be

passed to another [console man-

ufacturer] which shares our

vision for online gaming,” says

Moore. “We have a competitive

advantage in narrowband and

the knowledge about online to

make these games relatively lag-

free in a tough environment, but

unless someone else picks up

that baton, [our advantage] will

be difficult for us to maintain.”

Playing against another

console gamer who is hundreds

of miles away is just one example

of Sega innovation — one that

falls alongside giving players the

I

SHUN ARAI
lead designer,
Smilebit

I

“Our hope is the baton will be
passed to another [console man-
ufacturer] which shares our
vision for online gaming.”

— Peter Moore

Sega Saturn Isn’t the final resting place for Panzer Dragoon. This title is one
of the first Sega games being resurrected for Xbox

Leading the charge to

the Xbox platform is

studio head Shun Arai,

who told Edge
magazine that he had

|

recognized the limita-

tions of Dreamcast

hardware many months ago and that

“there are projects which would be

impossible to implement on
Dreamcast.” One such project may
be his upcoming Xbox game
Gunvalkyrie, a shooter that features

soldiers in battlesuits that enable

them to perform superhuman
attacks. Another is the sequel to Jet

Grind Radio, which is rumored to

give players the capability to

download music onto the Xbox hard

drive for use in the game.

With a new playground of technical

opportunity at its feet, it would be

easy for Smilebit to fall into the trap

of fixating on fancy graphics instead

of gameplay, but the development
team appears to have its priorities

straight. When asked about the chal-

lenges faced by Dreamcast, Arai did

not make excuses on technical limi-

tations. “I really do not feel the

problem is the hardware,” Arai

explained to Edge. ‘That would be

too simple, too naive.” He thinks a

more pressing matter is that Sega

had gotten away from making “Sega-

looking" games, and hopes to inte-

grate the Sega flavor into each of his

upcoming projects — which, judging

from past Sega hits, is good news for

gamers.
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Virtua Fighter 4 was recently shown in arcade form (above), and the PS2

version should bring its stunning graphics Into living rooms around the world

HISAO OGUCHI
president.
Hit Maker

Hit Maker has earned

a solid reputation with

recent smashes such

as Crazy Taxi and

Virtua Tennis on
Dreamcast.

Next Gen: What’s in store for Hit

Maker?

Hisao Oguchi: We’re developing

Virtual Tennis 2 on Dreamcast, but

the next version may go to other

systems. We’re working on a

network-compatible title for a

console that’s sort of like Ultima

Online — similar to Phantasy Star

Online, but intended for a com-
pletely different audience.

I’m trying to provide new types

of games and new types of

gameplay. The current business

model requires consumers to buy

CDs, but I’m trying to provide

network games where you only

require one CD but you can expand
your gameplay, going to whole dif-

ferent worlds through that single

CD. I want this game to have the

pay-per-play business model [which

works for older gamers].

NG: How much are you still directly

involved with game development?
HO: We all have our own producers,

and that producer will just listen to

what the teams say, and help in the

process. I really want to get involved

myself, so that’s why I’m producing

my own game on the side, the

network game I mentioned.

NG: Which next-gen platform do
you find intriguing?

HO: My programmers are enthusias-

tic about GameCube. Maybe
GameCube wouldn’t be a good fit

for Crazy Taxi 2 because of

Nintendo’s target audience, but I

really want to go into the business

of making games for children.

NG: Why haven't you created kids

games in the past?

HO: Our developers have only done
games that they themselves want to

play — games that we consider cool

— but it would be nice if they could

develop games like Pokemon.

ability to converse with a hybrid

man-fish and test their skills with

a pair of maracas. Although Sega

is moving forward with a focused

eye on sales projections, the plan

is to carry on the crusade with

original titles. In fact, Sega devel-

opers in Japan are already

exploring the potential for the

hard drive that ships with Xbox.

“We have teams that are salivat-

ing over the ability to store data,

to increase a game’s levels and

look at concepts like massively

multi-player games,” Moore says.

Placing Bets

With a newfound freedom

stretching beyond the bounds of

the console manufacturing space,

Sega is wisely taking the same

cautious approach to the market

shared by many third-party pub-

lishers — planning initial develop-

ment for all three next-genera-

tion consoles, and then waiting

for the holiday dust to settle

before reevaluating its plans.

Moore says he sees the potential

for all three consoles to coexist,

which would expand the market

for his company’s games. The key

rests in whether the companies

Although keeping an eye on the finan-

cial bottom line, Sega still hopes to lead

innovation with games such as Seaman

I

‘The first two months I was here,
I kept hearing about something
called Dolphin, and that seems
like a lifetime ago and it still

hasn’t shipped.” — Peter Moore, president and COO, Sega

can differentiate themselves in

the minds of gamers. Xbox will

launch with a built-in hard drive,

giving it the power to offer new
gaming experiences, possibly

coupling with a broadband

network to deliver the massively

multiplayer role-playing games

that have been thus far exclusive

to PC gamers. Sony counters this

advantage with a huge installed

base that should be in place

going into the holiday season, but

is essentially targeting the same

consumer. Nintendo will, in all

likelihood, attract younger

gamers with games such as the

expected Mario and Star Wars

launch titles.

“We’re going back into the

same battle that was raging back

when I got here two years ago,”

concludes Moore. “Only two

consoles can survive. It’s deja vu.

If you look at all three compa-

nies, I don’t see failure in the

cards for any of them. For three

companies that have strong

consumer brands, balance

sheets, and war chests to go at it,

they’re as good as you’re going to

find in any industry. We’re

looking forward to what happens

this holiday, so the shoe’s on the

other foot now.”

Despite the potential for three

successful platforms, Sega is wary

of Murphy’s Law in the

videogame industry. ‘The first

two months I was here, I kept

hearing about something called

Dolphin, and that seems like a

lifetime ago and it still hasn’t

shipped,” says Moore with a

laugh. “If you look at what

I RIKIYA NAKAGAWA
I president,
I Wow Entertainment

Wow Entertainment

has run the gamut of

game development,

creating such diverse

titles as House of the

Dead, Sega Bass

Fishing, and World
Series Baseball 2KI. President Rikiya

Nakagawa has the longest tenure at

Sega (along with Yu Suzuki), and has

seen just about everything during his

18 years with the company.

Next Gen: Where do you find inspi-

ration for your games?
Rikiya Nakagawa: The ideas come
from all sorts of places. When I’m

developing a game for children, I .

look at children’s books for refer-

ence, but I try not to do too much
planning — I’m inspired as I work.

We actually raised a bass because I

knew that programmers had to have

a hands-on experience with the fish

in order to reproduce it [for Boss

Fishing],

NG: What are you working on?

RN: We’re working on an updated

version of Boss Fishing for the home,
and our programmers went to the

U.S. to study fishing habits of

Americans because we’re targeting

the U.S. consumer. We’re also

working on an arcade baseball game,

a golf game, and a motorcycle game
that’s almost finished called Wild

Rider. There’s also a title called

SportsJam that’s a mixture of

popular games like football and

soccer — just the highlight moments,
like the home run derby of baseball.

NG: Sports games are sure to do
well, but what’s the deal with your

dog-walking game?
RN: I was thinking of a game where
people all around the world can get

together with their dog and just walk

around this special world. It would

enable gamers to either make
friends with each other or compete,

whichever they want. That’s what
people want — they aren't looking

for competition and points that you

get from games.
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Daytona USA is the

only console game
developed by

Amusement Vision,

with its other previous

projects created for

the arcades. The team
has, however, indicated that a multi-

platform strategy is in the works, and

that it is interested in the potential

for networked games between a

home console and a coin-op.

Next Gen: What did you learn from
developing Daytona USA, your first

networked console game?
TN: Network game development has

changed a lot over the years, but it

wasn’t as difficult as we anticipated.

Moving forward, one of the most
important factors will be to promote
consumers to use the online features

of our games.

NG: How can you make your games
better for the home player?

TN: Gamers play console games
much longer than they play arcade

games, so we will work to make our

console titles more immersive.

Console games need to keep the

player entertained for longer than

three minutes at a time.

NG: What’s your strongest competi-

tive advantage?

Microsoft, Sony, and Nintendo

have to do this year, a lot can go

wrong. We just have to predict

Murphy’s arrival.”

A New Beginning
It’s easy to sit down with Peter

Moore and be optimistic about

his company’s future. Sega has

some of the strongest internal

development teams in the

industry. Pioneers with names

like Naka, Nagoshi, and Thomas,

have blazed a trail in online

console gaming that will (even-

tually) be leveraged on

PlayStation 2, Xbox, and

GameCube. Without question,

the company has become a con-

tender for the title of top third-

party publisher and has finally

shed its underdog status as

console manufacturer. Sega’s

support of Xbox, PlayStation 2

and GameCube will only

increase each system’s chance of

survival in the coming war.

Does Moore have any final

words ofwisdom to impart to

those who continue to wage

their wars in the console

hardware space? You bet.

“I take pride that throughout

the lifespan of Dreamcast, we’ve

been incredibly open about our

plans [with third-party publishers

and retailers],” he says. “I hope

other platform holders grasp that

openness, because it’s important

that they realize that what they

do has implications for a lot of

other people.”

— Kevin Toyama, with Japan-

based interviews by Steven Kent

Toshihiro Nagoshi: Sega has its own
arcades [in Japan], enabling us to

build on our arcade strengths for our

platform games. I
“We have teams that are salivat-

ing over the ability to store data.”

Back in September

2000, Microsoft

released a list of 150

Xbox developers,

including a company
named "Over Work’s

Inc.,” sparking rumors
that Sega was developing games for

another platform. Yes, the two
names are different, but nobody had

heard of Over Work’s Inc. After

making rounds on the Internet, the

speculation was squelched on the

grounds that Sega's internal develop-

ment teams were too valuable for

Sega to make a game on a competi-

tor’s console. Nine months and one
new Sega strategy later, that theory

doesn't sound so far-fetched.

Despite a focused attempt to

impress Japanese gamers at Tokyo

Game Show, Microsoft didn’t exactly

shut the critics up. Coincidentally,

Over Work's Inc. — er, Sega

Overworks — has its strengths firmly

planted in the Japanese markets.

Skies ofArcadia was critically

acclaimed in the U.S., but the

Japanese Sakura Taisen series is its

bread and butter.

Another asset that Noriyoshi Oba’s

company can offer Microsoft is its

experience with GuruCuru Onsen, a

collection of online parlor-style

games that attracted 1.5 million

Japanese users. “[Network party

games] will be the second great

strength of our company,” Oba told

Edge magazine, “as we want to

develop and grow a true ‘web com-
munity.’ When people try an online

experience, they are tempted to go

back again and it can become almost

a habit. On average, users were
playing for around three hours each

time, so there is a market."

A DREAMCAST SURVIVOR’S GUIDE TO 2001

Sega provided this exclusive list of titles

scheduled for Dreamcast this year.

APRIL: AUGUST:
Exhibition of Speed Alien Front Online

Titus Sega
Giga Wing 2 Propeller Arena
Capcom Sega
Half-Life Sega Sports NCAA
Sierra Sega

lllbleed

AIA USA, Ltd

Mars Matrix Bomberman Online
Capcom Sega
PBA Tour Bowling 2 Commandos 2
Bethesda Softworks Eidos

ProjectJustice Evil Twin: Cyprien’s
Capcom Chronicles

Stupid Invaders Ubi Soft

Ubi Soft Sega Sports NFL2K2
Sega

MAY:
Dragon Riders:

Chronicles of Pern Sega Sports NBA2K2
Ubi Soft Sega

Soldier of Fortune
Crave

Spider-Man Sega Sports Tennis

Activision 2K2
Worms World Party Sega

Titus Shenmue 2

Sega

Toejam & Earl 3

Heavy Metal Sega

Capcom
Reel Fishing Wild
Natsume Sega Sports NHL2K2
Sega Sports World Sega
Series Baseball 2K2
Sega

Sonic Adventure 2

Sega

it* 30033)35)

(Clockwise from top left) Mars Matrix, Shenmue 2, Alien Front Online, and Bomberman Online are just a few
of the titles that are still on tap for Dreamcast owners, with more expected to be announced at E3
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EFinals
At Next Gen we often feel like living

gods, but it only takes one great

game to make us feel truly humble

LPIayStation2
Zone of the Enders 78

4x4 Evolution 81

Army Men: Air Attack 2 81

Army Men: Green Rogue 81

Quake III 82

Bloody Roar 3 ...82

NBA Hoopz ..82

Unison ..85

Rumble Racing 85

Warriors of Might and Magic 85

With a little

positive reinforce-

ment, you too can

turn your little

darling into a real

monster

Black & White uses an ingenious

gesture system where players use their

mouse to select which miracles they

want to cast

I PC

Black&White
Publisher: Electronic Arts Developer: Lionhead Studios

Good things, and sometimes great things,

come to those who wait
Leave your creature alone and It

might choose to just chill out E Like one of those artsy

films the Europeans are

always coming up with, Black &

White doesn’t so much entertain

you as impress the hell out of

you. Perhaps, say 20 years from

now, when videogames have

firmly established themselves as

a legitimate art form, we’ll be

able to say with a straight face

that Black & White was a bril-

liant work of Romantic

Pantheism. But for now, we’ll just

say that it kicks much ass.

For those one or two gamers

who still don’t know, B&W is the

brainchild of Peter Molyneux,

designer of games like Populous

and Dungeon Keeper. In devel-

opment for more than three

years, the game could crudely be

described as a cross between

Populous and a Tamagotchi, with

a little barnyard Street Fighter

thrown in for good measure.
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Dreamcast
Unreal Tournament 86

Charge ‘n Blast 86

Worms World Party 86

PlayStation
Disney’s Aladdin In Nasira’s Revenge . 87

Strikers 1945 87Strikers 1945 87

Toy Story Racer 87

Triple Play Baseball 87

ECPC
Black & White _..74

Serious Sam .88

Adventure Pinball: Forgotten island 88

Blade of Darkness 88

Mindrover: The Europa Project 91

In Cold Blood 91

Star Trek Away Team 91

Star Wars: Battle for Naboo 91

The Rating
System
Since we’re living in a time when even

average games are pretty good, we at

Next Generation will continue to

demand even better. Note that a three-

star rating is a typical “good” game, so

expect to see a lot of them.

REVOLUTIONARY
EXCELLENT
GOOD
FAIR

BAD

• Denotes a review of a
Japanese product

hugworl

Kicking the crap out of an enemy’s creature is a good way to impress the locals

Keep your hand over the Creature to find out what he is thinking.

Your sphere of influence is indicated

by a colored wall, which limits your

powers in other parts of the world

Players take on the role of

Moiyneux’s favorite protagonist:

the all-powerful god. In the Story

mode, you must amass influence

among the inhabitants of the

land of Eden, with the goal of

knocking the other gods out of

the deity business. Like Populous,

you fight for the hearts of the

little people by the use of

miracles, proper town manage-

ment, and B&Ws real claim to

fame, the creatures.

The creatures set this title

apart from anything that’s been

done before. At the start of the

campaign, you choose between

anthropomorphic versions of a

cow, an ape, or a tiger to raise

as your own. Thanks to the

game’s astonishing Al, the

creature can be trained to be a

saintly guardian, a malicious

devourer, or something in

between. You act as a virtual

parent, disciplining and reward-

ing it to shape its character.

The appeal of B&W is as unde-

niable as it is obvious: Everybody

wants to rule the world. The

game centers in on the core of

our ego and offers us the ability

to be holy or unholy, deity to

thousands of little followers —

UH, LORD, YOU’VE GOT MAIL
I

If you are using a POP3 compatible email program such as MS Outlook, Black &

White can actually name your villagers according the names In your contact II

And if you receive an email while you are playing the game, the namesake
villager will inform that you’ve gotten mail from that person.

Sleeping At Home

A:9 nom F:7?S
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A 9 1:100* F:S1S

Sleeping At Home

Going Home
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..
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and one great big creature. A
creature’s early stages of exis-

tence are often filled with exas-

peration as you teach it how to

behave, the right and wrong

things to eat, and the right

miracles to cast.

But as they grow and develop

fixed personalities, it is a sur-

prising thrill to see them behave

exactly the way you’d want

them to. In one game our kindly

The single-player game
is told through dramatic,

In-englne cut scenes

tiger would wade into an

opposing village and begin to

change hearts by watering the

fields. In another, our vicious,

carnivorous chimp would stomp

into town and introduce himself

by eating a villager, destroying

his home, and then crapping on

the ruins. What fun!

But anyone who thinks that

B&W is just a souped-up version

of a Tamagotchi will be more
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You can micromanage right down to just how randy your population is

than a bit surprised by its

complex and rather deep

resource management. This is not

the kind ofgame for gods who
don’t like to micromanage.

Because you can only be effective

within your sphere of influence, it

is absolutely vital that you keep a

vibrant population believing

deeply in you.

That isn’t easy, though, and

early on you’ll be occasionally

frustrated by important things

not covered in the barely

adequate manual. For example,

you have to constantly create

“disciples,” special villagers to

whom you assign important tasks

like woodcutting. Once several

villages are within your control, it

becomes a frantic game of catch-

up just to keep what you have

going smoothly, much less acquire

new territory.

Interestingly enough, as much

as we tried we could find no real

benefit in being either saintly or

sinister. Both good and evil have

their unique set of difficulties as a

god, and Lionhead deserves

credit for an amazing job of bal-

ancing these two possibilities.

Throughout the single-player

game, you come across gold

scrolls that advance the story and

more than 400 silver challenge

scrolls, many of which involve

perfectly balanced choices

between doing the right thing, or

doing the fun thing.

And as you establish your

alignment, the world of Eden

begins to reflect your decisions.

As creatures grow older and

| IFEEL YOU I

Black & White is one of the first games to support Immersion’s TouchSense tech-

nology (found in Logitech’s iFeel mouse, for example), which enables force-

feedback in the mouse to rumble and buzz with game effects. It may sound like a

gimmick, but once you get used to the feeling of trees snapping when you uproot

them or the creatures purring when you pet them, it actually adds quite a bit.

larger, their physical appearance

reflects their character. Noble

lions stride confidently with a

golden glow, while corrupt

leopards slink around the land

with a mangy coat and wicked

claws. Your temple, spells, and

the weather all change to reflect

the kind of god you are. Even

your onscreen hand (the only

nod to artifice in the brilliant

interface) will grow red and blis-

tered for evildoers.

But perhaps the game’s best

feature is that once you’ve clearly

established your alignment and

your creature has developed its

own personality, you can go

online to battle against other

armchair deities across the

world. The game supports several

different modes for both Internet

and LAN play, including a Quick

Skirmish mode. Every creature’s

attributes will be apparent online,

right down the custom tattoos

you can make for it.

It is that kind of extraordinary

attention to detail that makes

B&W the sort of big-budget,

high-concept title that was worth

waiting for. The eight different

tribes, based on real cultures

such as the Aztecs, Egyptians, and

Japanese, all have their own
unique music and dances. The

day and night cycles follow a real-

istic routine, with fireflies dancing

around at night and cocks

crowing at daybreak.

Frankly, it’s all too easy to get

wrapped up in this little world

growing inside your PC. In one

instance, we lost track of our

creature and hit the hotkey that

zooms right to him — only to

find him on the seashore, lying on

his side, watching the sunset as

seagulls drifted above him. It is

precisely that sort of beautiful

little moment that is so rarely

captured in videogames.

With its amazing graphics and

physics, superb Al, excellent

sound, and ingenious interface,

B&W is a completely absorbing

experience. While most games

continue to slumber in a moral

adolescence where the conse-

quences of actions are routinely

ignored, our slowly maturing

industry could use more

thoughtful and engrossing titles

like this. — Jim Preston

ENextGen
Bottom Line: If you don’t own a PC, this is reason enough to get one.
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During combat, certain gestures will

cause your creature to perform a

super-move

»• *

At the beginning of the game, there

are three distinct creatures to choose

from
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Waste your opposition in dose-range attacks to minimize damage to the surroundings

PLAYSTATION 2

Zone of the Enders
Konami’s next step in action games

Publisher: Konami Developer: Konami

Without a doubt, ZOE is a

graphical achievement that

few other PS2 games can match,

and under the glossy surface old-

school gamers will find a shooter

fighting from afar with projectile

attacks often results in damage

to the city and loss of civilian life,

and since you’re required to

minimize collateral destruction,

requires players simply to

destroy everything, elevates this

game to a more strategic and

interesting plane.

Although ZOE is an action

elements from RPGs. As in an

RPG, you move around within the

world via an overhead map.

Once you’ve chosen a location,

the mech descends into the area

and the perspective changes to

third-person. From here, squads

that captures the intensity and it forces you to resort to other game, it does borrow some of enemies are visible flying

addiction found in Konami’s ways of dealing with the opposi-

classics. The core aspect of the tion. This variation on the typical

gameplay consists of using your shooter formula, which usually

specially designed mech to

destroy hordes of enemy mechs

bent on the destruction of your

moon. Fortunately, the fighting

system offers plenty of depth and

variety, making the battles thor-

oughly engrossing.

You fight either in hand-to-

hand melees or from a distance,

and each type of fighting offers

its own advantages. However,
Mech combat has never been so fast

and furious
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IA MATTER OF CONTROL
|

ZOFs other highlights include its fluid

control and intuitive interface. In fact,

players may become so comfortable

with the controls they forget they’re

using a PlayStation 2 pad. The action is

also a spectacular. The sword-dashing,

dodging, and combination attacks are

so stunning that it’s almost like

watching an episode of your favorite

mech anime.

around. You don’t, however,

actually have to battle any squads

until you engage them, and this

RPG style of confrontation

actually enhances the strategic

element. For example, if the

squads are spread out, each

destroying a different part of the

environment, you may need to

herd them together before the

fighting begins to prevent exces-

sive damage to the city.

With eight to 10 hours of

gameplay, ZOFs running time is

admittedly brief (although still far

better than The Bouncer’s paltry

hour and 30 minutes). But you’ll

probably want and need to play

through this two or three times

in order to unlock all the hidden

characters or the Versus mode,

or receive A rankings for every

rescue mission.

Despite all ZOFs excellent

qualities, it does suffer from a

few significant problems. First

among these is that there are

only four different types of

enemies, plus the four bosses.

Although they become progres-

sively more difficult as you

proceed, their attacks essentially

remain the same. Also, while the

additional weapons available to

you are numerous, they lack the

variety and depth of many other

action games. As a result, ZOE
can get repetitive, especially in

later levels.

The story isn’t that interesting

either. While it isn’t outright bad,

there’s a serious lack of develop-

ment. The beginning and end are

elaborately and dramatically

ENextGen>
conveyed by beautiful CG
sequences, but for the time in

between, there’s little narration at

all, which is pretty unsatisfying.

In the end, though, none of

ZOFs faults can really detract

from the overall experience too

much. Everything else is simply

that good. — Chester Barber

Bottom Line: This is a great action game that any gamer will

surely enjoy, despite its faults. Unless you simply hate anything

with mechs, this is one game you shouldn’t miss.

10

lOOLftr

The game offers

numerous alterna-

tive weapons,
which can unleash

some pretty nifty

special effects

84
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Enter the newest nonstop heart-pounding gaming frenzy, the

Nostromo n45 from Belkin, the way in, the way to win, the mega-fast ultra-

domination blood-pumping danger controller-evader that with enter - esc - mouse

buttons flips you instantly into navigating Windows and drives the mouse cursor from

the directional pad, n45 with its 13 programmable buttons, 70 (!) programmable

C^B EL k iV) funct 'ons - dual analog sticks and USB compatibility, you'll know

® exactly what you'll do next and be stunned when you do it, the

Nostromo n45 GamePad—and the entire

line of precision gaming tools from Belkin—gets

you in control and breathless

*>+4Xnnstrnmn



4x4
Platform: PlayStation 2

Publisher: Gathering of Developers Developer: Terminal Reality

This freewheelin’ 4x4 racer has

already made the rounds on a

number of platforms, and it shows.

Its a halfway decent game, but we

get the feeling that it’s just been

ported to PS2 to squeeze some

extra life out if it This is standard

stuff: Purchase a car and set off to

earn cash and the glory of being an

off-road champ.

Several problems pop up,

though. First, collision detection is

somewhat haphazard; trees, fences,

and the occasional freight train

don't always have a consistent

effect on your vehicle. Throw in

some curious balancing issues, such

as unusually ruthless competition

and a questionable "relocating"

feature, and this quickly becomes

as frustrating as spinning your tires

in the mud. It’s a shame, because

the game is pretty handsome —
not the crispest models or the

farthest horizon line we’ve ever

seen, but more than competent

‘V

4x4 Evolution was never a

great game. Now, stripped of its

online modes, it’s not even good

The real problem, howevei; is

the lack of any sense of speed.

Races run smoothly enough, but

thanks to a far-too-bouncy physics

model, too much time is spent

trying to recover from a mistaken

turn or clambering up a shallow hill.

As a result this rarely approaches

anything like a thrilling pace.

Previous versions had many of

the same troubles, but the online

multiplayer options boosted the

overall package by a point or so,

especially with the Dneamcast

version. Sadly without it, the flaws

show all too clearly — David Chen

ENextGen
Bottom Line: A competent racer with lots of options

but a few too many significant flaws.

Army Men:
Green Rogue

Platform: PlayStation 2 Publisher: 3DO Developer: 3DO

3DO's little green men march on...

Green Rogue starts off simply,

mixing bits of classic gameplay from

Robotron to Ikari Warriors with a

dash of that terrible movie Solo

thrown in. It almost works.

Players can go it alone or with a

cohort, and from the word “go” the

action never really ceases.

Movement is controlled with the

left stick, while the right aims and

fires. The screen is always scrolling,

so the emphasis is on the action.

This is an obvious nod to old-

school, forward-scrolling shooters

like Space Harrier, and as you

might expect, things stay pretty

simple. Your character can only

carry one of four color-coded

weapon types, including a flame

thrower and a bazooka, though

naturally each can be upgraded,

while bio strikes (think smart

bombs) are included to help even

What you see here is a 3D
forward-scrolling shooter — yes,

we were as surprised as you may
be that such a thing even existed

out the desperate odds. Played

with a partner; the game reminds

us of the old days, debating

whether to swipe all the power-

ups for yourself or share ’em.

It’s not bad, but ultimately it’s

too shallow to hold your interest

for long, and that just about sums

up the visuals too. We can’t say we

really hate the game — it’s mostly

enjoyable in a braindead kind of

way — but it’s not terribly memo-

rable either — David Chen

ENextGen
Bottom Line: It’s a harmless enough diversion, but

there are better ways to spend your time.

I PLAYSTATION 2
PLAYSTATION 2 Finals

Army Men: Air Attack 2
Publisher: 3DO Developer: 3DO

At least one batch of green guys
can fly high

^ Like that last awkward

kid picked for kickball,

the Army Men series never

really gets anyone’s hopes

up. So it’s genuinely refresh-

ing to play a fun and imagi-

native entry in 3DO’s seem-

ingly endless series of little

plastic soldiers.

Army Men: Air Attack 2

is a sequel that doesn’t so

much expand upon the

original as simply crank up

the framerate and polygon

count. Thanks to PS2 power,

AA2 features much better

models, realtime shadows,

and zero slowdown.

Once again, you take to

the skies as Captain Blade, a

tiny green helicopter pilot

who must battle the beige

forces of evil. Controlling

the five different helicopters

through the two dozen

levels is easy enough with

the analog stick and

: •'
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Plastic men have odd ideas

about military hardware

Air Attack is the one Army Men subseries you can count

on for some decent backyard fun

shoulder buttons, and

taking out the bad guys with

the usual arsenal of rockets,

guns, napalm, and kamikaze

paratroopers is fast and fun.

Most of the single-player

challenges are a snap right

up until the end, but for

replay value, gamers can

play cooperatively with a

split screen, or battle

friends in five different mul-

tiplayer modes. There is

also, of course, the usual

assortment of hidden

vehicles that have to be dis-

covered in the campaign.

But the real strength of Air

Attack 2 is its charming re-

creation of the timeless joy

of senselessly destroying

your toys. — Jim Preston

ENextGen
Bottom Line: It’s the best-looking Army Men
game ever made, and it’s actually pretty fun too.

We’re as surprised as you are.
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I PLAYSTATION 2

Quake III:

Revolution S*
Publisher: EA Games Developer: Bullfrog

The Revolution will not be
keyboard/mouse-compatible.
y Quake III: Revolution

* doesn’t just look good

for a PS2 game; it’s visually

breathtaking by any console

standards. Those used to

running Qlll on PC with

most of the details turned

off for speed’s sake will

delight at the amazing visual

depth Bullfrog has packed

into the PS2 version.

All of your favorite levels

have undergone subtle

makeovers, adding some

new details to the already

intense environments and

changing the placement of

some power-ups and

weaponry. The chaingun

and the nailgun are back in

all their ammo-spitting

glory, while there are two

new power-ups (invulnera-

bility and kamikaze) and

even a few new maps.

Another addition is that

your character can now be

developed, enabling you to

bulk up your warrior’s abili-

ties as he progresses.

But two pretty impor-

tant weaknesses here can’t

be overlooked: the lack of

keyboard mouse support,

and the complete inability

to play online. Using a con-

troller to play an FPS will

probably never be as intu-

itive as a keyboard and

mouse. The “Dextrous"

control setting, however, at

least enables you to get the

most out of the controller,

and it gets easier with

practice. The game also

compensates by adding a

subtle auto-aim, which

manages to render some

assistance without watering

down the experience. Not

being able to play online is

a more serious drawback,

but the multitap enables

the game to be played on a

four-way split screen with

little to no slowdown.

All in all, this is a fast

and beautiful game — easily

the best shooter available

for PS2. — Garrett Kenyon

Few things are more
satisfying than a close-in

frag — score yours today!

ENextGen»
Bottom Line: Buy this game or spend a lifetime

regretting it.

• Bloody Roar 3
Platform: PlayStation 2 Publisher: Hudson Developer: Eighting

While Tekken 4, Soul Calibur 2,

and Virtua Fighter 4 should all

appear on PS2 within the next 18

months, players looking for a solid

3D fighter today will find few con-

tenders beyond Tekken Tag

Tournament and DOA2: Hardcore.

Enter Bloody Roar 3, the latest in

Hudson’s lycanthropic fighting

series — and a solid, if not ground-

breaking fighting experience.

Gameplay closely resembles a

less-tuned Virtua Fighter with no

dodge and lots of juggling. What

makes it unique is each character’s

ability to morph into a super-

powered animal were-warrior

Unfortunately Hudson made little

attempt to take the game to the

next level, so while there’s plenty of

action, you’ve seen most of it

before. There are only 12 combat-

ants — an awfully small number

next to TTTs vast roster — and the

human/beast transformations take

As with all previous Bloody
Roar titles, the human forms
are sorta dull, but the beast

forms kick ass

the place of any tag team combat.

In fact, the Custom Game mode

from earlier entries in the series

has been dropped, replaced by a

useful but unfulfilling Practice mode

and nine different skill settings. The

arenas have their moments, but

most are forgettable and lack the

lush graphic detail of those in TTT.

Despite these problems, BR3

remains a fun game. The fighters

have widely varying styles, and the

beast forms look simply spectacu-

lar Worth a look. — Eric Bratcher

E NextGen 'k'k'kixti

Bottom Line: Hunting for the next king of the jungle in

3D fighters? You won’t want to mount this one’s head

on your wall, but it’ll keep you warm and well fed until

your next big game hunt.

NBA Hoopz
Platform: PlayStation 2 Publisher: Midway

Developer: Eurocom Entertainment Software

In the beginning there was NBA

Jam, and it was good. The 2-on-2,

over-the-top basketball was a

major hit in its heyday spawning

many clones from its own publish-

er; Midway There was NFL Blitz and

Wayne Gretzky’s 3D Hockey, then

Jam itself morphed into the NBA

Showtime series. Gussied up in 3D

clothing the franchise now goes by

the name of NBA Hoopz, and

despite the addition of another

player on the court, it’s the same,

now-weary formula we’ve been

getting since the early 1990s.

Other than its ancient

gameplay the other big problem

with Hoopz is its graphical sloppi-

ness. You would think that a game

that emphasizes dunks would do

everything possible to make them

look spectacular Instead we get

the same old animations we've

seen dozens of times before. At

One of the last things the

world really needed was a lack-

luster NBA Jam hack like Hoopz

the very least, every dunk should

show the ball going through the

basket correctly instead of the

player pushing the ball through the

front of the rim, but that’s just not

the case.

Hoopz remains fun, especially

with a few friends around to trash-

talk with, but the same good time

could be had with a SNES and a

copy of the original Jam. The move

to 3D doesn't make things signifi-

cantly better — Rob Smolka

E NextGen
Bottom Line: Sloppy dunk animations and a blatant

lack of originality draws a technical foul on NBA Hoopz.
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Rumble Racing
Platform: PlayStation 2 Publisher: Konami Developer: KCET

Rumble Racing is an under-hyped

arcade sports game with a lot of

style. There are stunts to be per-

formed around nearly every

comer; the levels are huge and

varied with shortcuts everywhere;

and its all very attractive.

There’s a huge selection of cars

and tracks. Each car has basic

attributes (acceleration, stunt

ability and handling), and some

cars are better on certain tracks

than others. Game modes include

Single Race, Stunt, and

Championship. In Championship

mode, you compete in three suc-

cessive races for a trophy, advanc-

ing to the next cup challenge and

unlocking new tracks and cars.

The game does have some

problems. After a while, you’re

pretty much forced to find and

utilize every shortcut in order to

win, playing each track over and

over until it’s perfected. Of course,

it’s possible to ram the other

It’s visually pretty cool and
plays quite well, but Rumble
Racing is a little demanding for

an arcade-style racer

vehicles into obstacles, but at the

higher levels, the CPU drivers rarely

if ever make a wrong turn.

You can also collect power-ups

that are similar to those in kart

racing games — oil slicks, bombs,

shockwaves, and so on. The levels

look and play well, maintaining a

rock-solid framerate and a nice

sense of speed. The difficulty level

ramps up a little too high for most

players to enjoy though, and having

to use every shortcut can tire even

the best virtual driver — Kevin Rice

ENextGenickirtrk
Bottom Line: This is a pretty, fun arcade racer with

hours of replayability. But the memorization required of

players and level of difficulty can be a turn-off.

Warriors of
Might and Magic

Platform: PlayStation 2 Publisher: 3DO

Developer: New World Computing

After the pain of Crusaders of

Might and Magic, loading up this

latest M&M action RPG required a

leap of faith. Unfortunately that

faith has been ill rewarded. While

perhaps worth a look, Warriors'

faults are many and obvious.

You control the game through a

third-person, Tomb Raider-esque

view with a completely mobile

camera. New World has done a

decent job optimizing every con-

troller button, so everything from

changing and using items to casting

spells and initiating an attack can be

done with relative ease.

Everything else fails way short.

It’s better-looking than Crusaders,

but the drab textures and jumpi-

ness ofthe characters' movement

still leave a lot to be desired. While

many of the enemies look good (if

ENextGen ictckrCrk
Bottom Line: Neither pretty nor especially fluid to

control, Warriors isn’t the step up from the awful

Crusaders we’d hoped for.

The environments aren’t

great-looking, and there’s really

little else to recommend In this

hack-and-slash RPG

only while standing still), the control

isn’t exactly responsive, and most of

the time you’re left spinning the

camera in raw frustration trying to

deal with the pesky critters.

The action is pretty non-stop,

and the RPG elements blend in well

with the fighting, but that can’t

make up for everything else that’s

wrong here. — Norman Chido

V- >

Dance for Freeeeedooom! OK, it’s not quite that melodramatic, but Unison sure packs a

funky backstory behind its rhythm-action gameplay

* rhythm-based game in

which you control one of

three different dancers —
each representing a difficul-

ty level — by using the

analog sticks on the

PlayStation controller. That’s

it. But much like PaRappa

the Rapper, what Unison

lacks in substance it more

than makes up for in style.

Instead of the “button

scroll” that’s common in

rhythm games, you're given

a pair of circles, each repre-

senting a stick. Within each

circle, a smaller circle

moves around showing

where to push the analog

sticks in time to the music.

It’s fast-paced and gorgeous

with music that’s close to

perfect — who knew they

could make “Y.M.CA” even

more disco-ey?

The story is also a plus.

In Twin Ships, dancing has

been outlawed, so you form

the revolutionary dance

group Unison. Master the

increasingly difficult dance

routines and you’ll win over

the populace. It’s as weird

as it sounds and full of

humor that’s geared toward

adults, despite the cartoon-

ish presentation.

Graphically, Unison is full

of PS2 effects like mirrors

and motion blur. It’s all

rather psychedelic, with

colorful graphics and TV-

style presentation. However,

there is one shortcoming, in

that all the dance numbers

require little more than flat-

out memorization. While

this is typical of the rhythm-

action genre, it means that

the game can be beaten in

a day. Also, many ofthe

early routines aren’t terribly

amazing to watch, though

they do get much better.

But for those who

appreciate a great rhythm

game, it’s both an aural and

visual pleasure. The music is

catchy, and the control is

original and dead-on. In the

end, you just won’t be able

to wipe that goofy grin off

your face. — Kevin Rice

ENextGen
Bottom Line: It’s not the same leap that

PaRappa was, but it’s a great rhythm game with

beautiful graphics, excellent music, and

creative controls. Recommended.
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It may not run at

60fps, but at least it

runs at a solid 30

DREAMCAST

Unreal
Tournament

Publisher: Infogrames Developer: Secret Level

Unreal as it was
meant to be played

Although UTs late

* arrival on Dreamcast

has enabled Quake III to set

the FPS standard, the final

product more than com-

pensates for its tardiness

thanks to its online playabili-

ty. Unlike most of Q//fs

servers, which suffer from

horrible ping times, UT

seems to offer plenty of

servers running reasonably

fast, even with the 56K

modem. This means that

console gamers can enjoy

UT as the designers meant

it to be played — of course,

that assumes there are folks

online to play against.

Although UT lacks a

serious single-player mode,

the bots in the multiplayer

games are more than formi-

dable; they’ll do things you’d

think that only human

players could. Tricks like

spawn killing, dodging

bullets, and flanking are

commonplace. It may not

provide quite the satisfac-

any FPS available. The

weapons are well balanced,

and nifty moves like the

dash jump add flair and

strategy. The level designs

are all very well thought-

out, and Infogrames has

created a few original maps

specifically for consoles.

Which doesn’t mean UT

Dreamcast is perfect. Most

distressing, the Dreamcast

controller is rather impre-

cise and cumbersome, and

the mouse and keyboard

control, while decent, lacks

the snap ofthe PC version.

Still, the problems don’t

hinder the overall experi-

There’s a huge variety of

weapons in UT, making it a

very deep game

tion of a live opponent, but ence much. If you’re looking

the Al is excellent. for a solid multiplayer FPS

Gameplay-wise, UT is as with online capability, this is

deep as, if not deeper than, the one. — Chester Barber

ENextGen*
Bottom Line: Unreal Tournament is a one of

the best multiplayer first-person shooters ever

made. Although the transition from PC to

Dreamcast has encountered a few problems,

they don’t hurt the overall gameplay.

Charge cn Blast
Platform: Dreamcast Publisher Xicat Developer: Sims

wen, tnis came out or nownere.

Charge ‘n Blast is nothing less than

a 3D update to those single-screen

shooters of yesteryear like Cabal

— you know, the sort where your

character runs back and forth in

the foreground along the bottom

of the screen, shooting at enemies

and objects in the background

while dodging fire. The results are

certainly action-packed, and the

graphics are nothing short of excel-

lent In a braindead kind ofway this

could be a fun game to spend a

rainy afternoon churning through.

This isn’t to say there aren't a

couple of major problems with the

control. You move back and forth

using the shoulder buttons, while

aiming with the analog stick. As you

might imagine, this is not an espe-

cially intuitive layout, and the situa-

tion is made worse by the general

imprecision and sluggishness of the

aiming reticule. Worse, there’s no

way to change the default setup at

It’s not often that a game can

look this good and control this

poorly, but Charge ‘n Blast

manages this rare feat

all, not even to reverse the up-

down axis ofthe stick — so you

could push down to move the aim

upwards, as in a flight sim or first-

person shooter — the way most of

us are used to doing it

Thats a bit of a shame, because

Charge 'n Blast really does look

terrific, and the pace is pretty blis-

tering. If only you could control

things well enough to be able to

put up a decent fight, this would

probably be a blast As it is, it’s just

rather frustrating. — Jeff Lundrigan

E NextGen +'k'£r£rk
Bottom Line: If you’ve got a lot of patience or super-

human hand-eye coordination, by all means give it a try.

Otherwise, this wears thin quickly.

Worms World Party
Publisher: Titus Software Developer: Team 17

Worms has been a favorite of

strategy gamers for years, and

deservedly so. Not since Scorched

Earth has there been a game that

holds more appeal when it comes

to carefully lining up a shot and

lowering the boom on rival units.

This Dreamcast version looks

and plays just like its PC counter-

part Players each take control of a

team of cute little worms, then

take turns choosing from an arsenal

designed to annihilate the opposing

team of arms-toting annelids.

The Dreamcast version utilizes

the controller well when it comes

to choosing worms and weapons,

and the game’s training modes and

variety of gameplay options assure

tons of replay value. The control is

a bit confusing when it comes to

more advanced moves, such as

setting the timing on grenades or

swinging from ninja ropes, but after

some practice it’s easy enough.

Once again, worm warfare

rears its streamlined head —
strategy games rarely get better,

or funnier

The all-important online play is

included, although we’re a little bit

disappointed in how it works.

While it’s a cinch to get up and

running using Dreamcasfs modem,

the game doesn’t support the

broadband adapter Also, you can

use the Dreamcast keyboard while

chatting before the start of a game,

but during play you have no way to

communicate with other players,

which really dampens the trash-

talking. — Mike Wolf

ENextGen -kick -kti

Bottom Line: Even with the online issues, this is Worms
at its finest— quick, easy, fun worm-blasting action.
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PLAYSTATION

Disney’s Aladdin in
Nasira’s Revenge
Publisher: SCEA Developer: Argonaut

Just a tiny bit of magic

Aladdin isn’t terribly original, but it is well executed and offers

some decent platform thrills

efforts to outwit guards,

collect coins, and run-and-

jump to the final showdown.

Argonaut has managed to

squeeze a lot of mileage out

of the Croc 2 engine. The

game’s colors are rich, and

the animation is smooth. With

the movie(s) as source

material, the art direction is

also superb, and the game

looks a lot like an actual

Disney flick. The gameplay is

the usual fare: fighting guards,

jumping from platform to

platform, and figuring out

simple puzzles. But things are

kept both diverse and inter-

esting. Each of the characters

utilizes a different gameplay

mechanic, encouraging differ-

ent tactics, and various mini-

games round out each level.

In fact, given the relative

level of challenge, this might

appeal to a slightly older

audience than expected,

although it’s still on the easy

side, amounting to little more

than a pleasant diversion. Still,

it’s actually sort of fun and far

better than most of the kid’s

fare drowning PlayStation

lately. — David Chen

ENextGen -kickirfo

Bottom Line: A nicely made game — on the easy

side, but perfect for kids.

Sony’s previous Disney

*
title, The Emperor’s New

Groove, was a pleasant

surprise with its easygoing

platform action for younger

gamers. Nasira’s Revenge

does it again, bringing a nice

mix of child-friendly gameplay

and finely tuned controls to a

cute, colorful package.

The story is simple and

straightforward: Nasira, sister

to the banished bad guy Jafar,

wants revenge and blackmails

Aladdin into helping her collect

the magic artifacts needed to

bring back her brother.

Naturally, it’s up to the player

to help Aladdin, his simian

sidekick Abu, and the fair

damsel in distress in their

Everything moves along well,

and it’s fairly pretty to boot

Strikers 1945
PLAYSTATION Finals i

Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Agetec Developer: Psikyo

Here’s another old-school 2D

action title from Agetec, capi-

talizing again on a niche

market and PlayStation's lack

of games. But where King of

Fighters ‘99 and Metal Slug X
were fairly recent arcade

games and offer something at

least a little new, Strikers 1945

is literally an exact port of a

title from over a decade ago.

You begin with a choice of

six different types of fighter

planes, each possessing its

own unique attacks and attrib-

utes. Once the game begins,

pre-PlayStation gamers will

quickly become acclimated:

Dodge an insane number of

bullets; destroy enemies;

collect power-ups. The

formula is fairly basic, but

anyone who can appreciate an

intense, extremely chaotic

shooter will have a good time.

But the chaos also means

that it’s often impossible to

escape without suffering many

cheap deaths. Further; you can

beat Strikers in just a couple

of hours, and there’s very little

incentive to replay it. Anyone

Strikers 1945 offers pretty

basic shooter gameplay, but

at least it’s pretty intense

looking for something more

long-lasting should look else-

where. — Chester Barber

ENextGen
Bottom Line: Strikers is a decent shooter of a

type that’s all but dead. Unfortunately, it hasn’t

aged very well over the years, though if you’re

into old games, this would be worth a rental.

Toy Story Racer
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: Activision Developer: Disney Interactive/Traveller’s Tales

One thing the console market

does not need is yet another

licensed kart racing game. But

here’s one anyway this time

based on the Toy Story movies.

This is practically a double

whammy since there has yet

to be a Toy Story game that’s

better than mediocre.

And Racer won’t set the

world on fire either It could be

argued there’s nothing particu-

larly wrong with this title. It has

a good number of levels; the

graphics engine is solid; it feels

relatively speedy; and it’s

colorful and cartoonish enough

to suit its subject. On the other

hand, there’s also nothing here

you haven't seen in a million

other kart racers.

In the single-player game

you have to switch between

different characters and their

vehicles (although they all

handle the same), switching

between racing and combat

levels. Most of the courses are

fairly short, however; and

the/re not especially interest-

ing or remotely challenging.

Clearly this is aimed at the

Toy Story Racer will be
familiar to anyone who owns
even one other kart racer

youngest gamers. More dis-

cerning consumers — say over

the age of 10 — will not be

impressed. — JeffLundrigan

ENextGen fHhfriVfr

Bottom Line: Why would anyone want to play

another kart racing game?

Triple Play Baseball
Platform: PlayStation Publisher: EA Sports Developer: Treyarch

If you’re looking for a prime

example of a game that shows

there’s no steam left in

PlayStation’s kettle, Triple Play

Baseball would be it Except

for a few minor features and a

statistical update, this is roughly

the same game we’ve been

playing for the past three years.

Trying to compare this to

actual baseball is like saying the

WWF is a close facsimile of the

Greco-Roman style found in

the Olympics. Howevei; at least

theWWF can actually be

entertaining. Triple Play has

always been just plain dull, with

its home-run-happy take on a

sport that has so many more

appealing qualities. Ifyou were

hoping for a change in design

philosophy this year; well, you

should know better by now.

In its defense, it remains

one of the better-looking

PlayStation games, and if going

mono a mono with a few

buddies is all you're after; you

could do a lot worse. But if

you already own TP 2001,

there’s little reason to shell out

for this year’s. Lets hope the

move to newer consoles gives

This year’s Triple Play is

oddly a lot like last year’s

us a baseball series that can be

enjoyed by all, not just by those

who only want to press a few

buttons and blithely hit some

home runs. — Rob Smolka

ENextGen icic£r£r&

Bottom Line: EA Sports dropped the year from

the title, but little else has changed for this final

version for the original PlayStation.
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Serious Sam
Publisher: God Games Developer: Croteam

The best $20 you can spend
Every developer has

* to start somewhere,

and what began as a tech

demo of Croteam’s Serious

engine quickly turned into a

full-fledged game. Serious

Sam is both reminiscent of

the early Doom games yet

fresh in its presentation,

with emphasis on straight-

up, single-player FPS action.

You control Sam

“Serious” Stone, who,

through a convoluted story-

The Serious engine sure

does look nice

line that makes no differ-

ence at all, is transported

back to ancient Egypt to

destroy an “Evil Thing.” The

game will test the mettle of

even the most dedicated

FPS fan, throwing hundreds

of enemies onscreen at

once, ranging from familiar

variations ofgunners and

bombers to mechs and

other strange beasts

(including the headless,

bomb-toting kamikaze,

whose shrill scream alone

will whiten the knuckles).

The graphics are pure

eye candy — we’re not sure

how they got so much hap-

pening at once without the

framerate dying. You move

seamlessly from indoor to

outdoor environments, and

the textures are incredible.

Enemies move fluidly, while

the sound gives them away

before they’re visible,

adding to the tension. Sam

even grunts out one-liners a

la Duke Nukem.

It’s not perfect. While

most levels are huge, the

whole thing takes place in

one locale — some variety

would’ve been nice. Also,

the sheer number of

enemies is overwhelming,

perhaps even unfair. In par-

ticular, the end battle feels

more like an endurance test

than a game.

At S20 though, this is the

best “budgetware” we’ve

played in ages. In addition

to the single-player game,

there’s multiplayer death-

match, a Cooperative

mode, and even a level

editor. Great graphics,

music, action, and 20 to 30

hours of FPS-style goodness?

Sign us up. — Kevin Rice

ENextGen<&
Bottom Line: Hmmm, should you get Deer

Hunter XII Extreme Plus for $20, or Serious Sam
for the same price? This is a no-brainer

purchase for any FPS gamer.
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Adventure Pinball:
Forgotten Island

Platform: PC Publisher: EA Games Developer: Digital Extremes

Well here’s something you don’t

see every day: a pinball simulator

that uses the Unreal Tournament

engine. No, we didn’t make that up.

Adventure Pinball wants to be a lot

more than just a pinball game, but

while it offers something beyond

the usual pinball gameplay it also

just doesn’t handle the basics of

pinball gameplay very well.

The idea here is to use the

flippers and ball to accomplish

various “tasks” in a particular ordei;

like using the ball to hit and scare

away a few sharks so a little

caveman can escape the island he’s

trapped on. Generally each new

“table" is divided into several differ-

ent areas, and half the game is in

maneuvering the ball up a ramp or

over a waterfall to get In position to

accomplish the next goal.

All well and good, but the

problem is that while each area is

usually quite large and has a lot of

stuff in and around it, very little of it

has to do directly with gameplay In

Few pinball tables are as

terminally dull as those in

Adventure Pinball

fact, most of the tables are, well,

kinda big and boring with only a

small number of things to actually

aim for The problem is made even

worse because the camera scrolls

with the ball, which often leaves

you unable to see where you’re

supposed to be aiming or unable

to gauge exactly how the speeding

ball is going to hit the flipper

Add in other annoyances, like a

lack of any way to customize the

controls, or too many tables where

the angles don’t quite line up, and

you’ve got a sure-fire recipe for

pinball frustration. — Jeff Lundrigan

E NextGen irkir£rk
Bottom Line: Sonic Spinball did this sort of thing

much better— without resorting to high-tech 3D
engines— over eight years ago.

Blade of Darkness
Platform: PC Publisher: Codemasters Developer Rebel Act

The Good Book teaches us that he

who lives by the sword usually gets

chopped up into little bloody

giblets by the sword as well. If

further proof is needed, it comes in

the form of Blade of Darkness, a

slice ‘n’ dice action game from

Spain’s Rebel Act studios, suitably

tagged with an M rating.

Although no one has yet per-

fected third-person melee games,

this one comes as close as any

with a generally reliable camera

and a lock-on feature that centers

your player on the enemy. Fighting

against multiple opponents usually

results in missing limbs and a long

revisit to the loading screen, but

once you’ve mastered the controls,

Blade ofDarkness can be won-

derfully engrossing

The lighting and particle effects

are superb; the levels are huge; and

Mindless and unapologetically

violent but still fun, Blade of

Darkness will doubtless appeal

to the audience it’s aiming for

the rich gothic score contributes to

one of the most atmospheric PC

games in months. Some of the

special attack moves are almost

impossible to pull off reliably and

the player models for each of the

four different heroes is a bit clunky

Yet the vast array of weapons,

unique fighting styles, and copious

flesh wounds make this a fun game

to live, and die, by — Jim Preston

E NextGen -kickick
Bottom Line: This is the kind of fun that only comes
from kicking an ore’s ass, once you’ve sliced it off.
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Mindrover: The
Europa Project
Publisher; CogniToy Developer CogniToy

Planning made fun

You gotta love any game that makes you think, and in Mindrover,

the best brain wins
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With the creation of

Mindrover: The Europa

Project, CogniToys has added a

glittering jewel to the Robot

Wars genre. A 3D strategy and

programming game, Mindrover

challenges players to design and

program robotic vehicles and

compete in different scenarios

such as races and combat.

After selecting a scenario

type and then a vehicle, you

equip the robot with compo-

nents such as engines, radar,

and weapons, and then you

connect them together in the

wiring screen. The game uses a

scripting language that should

make sense even to those

without programming skills, but

the learning curve is steep and

may frustrate the less patient.

ENextGen

Thankfully, the game includes a

thorough in-game tutorial, a

decent manual, and an exten-

sive in-game help system to

teach you about the compo-

nents and how to program the

robots. Once you’re satisfied

with your programming, you

run the scenario and see if the

robot is up to beating the com-

petition. If not, it’s back to the

drawing board. The game offers

various challenges with different

levels of difficulty, including

some available for download on

the Mindrover web site.

The graphics are a bit dated,

and the sound effects limited,

but neither are so bad they

detract from the overall appeal.

Not even Carnage Heart was

this good. — Carla Harker

Bottom Line: A truly amazing title for anyone looking

for something unique and challenging.

In Cold Blood
PC Finalsi

Platform: PC Publisher: Dreamcatcher Interactive Developer: Revolution Software

As an adventure title, In Cold

Blood could have been a fun,

fascinating story of intrigue as

you attempt to unravel the

mysteries surrounding British

secret agent John Cord.

Instead, the developers chose

to include action elements

that do nothing but provide a

constant source of irritation.

The graphics are good, if

not great. While the cut

This was originally for

PlayStation in Europe, and

while it supports a keyboard

or gamepad, using a mouse

isn’t even an option. But since

maneuvering John Cord

around is awkward to start

with, that’s almost irrelevant,

and shooting an enemy just

involves hitting the fire button

as rapidly as possible. The

game can’t decide between

In true adventure game
fashion, a large mysterious

gadget always means a

puzzle to solve

combining the two, it does

ENextGen icktrtrk

scenes are cinematic and nice action or adventure, and by neither well. — Carla Harker

to watch, the in-game back-

grounds are static and dull. At

least the voice acting is top-

notch; oddly, this one of the

best-acted games around.

Bottom Line: The worst thing about In Cold Blood

is that the story is pretty interesting and you want to

like it, but the rest is so bad you just can’t.

Star TVek Away Team
Platform: PC Publisher: Activision Developer Reflexive

The Star Trek license used to

be the kiss of death, but the

last year has sure bucked the

trend. Now Activision and

Reflexive offer Star Trek Away

Team, an innovative approach

that continues the hot streak.

A futuristic, squad-based

tactical strategy game with a

strong storyline, Away Team

puts you in command of an

elite Federation squad

designed to infiltrate alien

worlds. Stealth and cunning are

your major weapons, but you'll

also use phasers and tri-

corders, not to mention the

Vlrlcan nerve pinch and an

enhanced mind meld.

Each of 18 missions begins

with a briefing then selection

of a small squad from 17 spe-

cialists. Early missions are

deceptively easy; you can plow

right through, blasting anything

and still be successful. But later;

as missions toughen and

stealth becomes imperative,

you'll wish you’d spent more

time on your sneaking skills.

It’s a compelling game with

a novel approach. The squad-

based tactics should even

Away Team is the latest in

a string of fine Star Trek

games — Isn’t that a sign of

the Apocalypse?

satisfy strategy gamers who

wouldn’t otherwise give a hoot

for the show. — John Lee

ENextGenYr
Bottom Line: Comparison to Commandos is

inevitable, and even though this dirty dozen carries

phasers, it’s a terrific, enjoyable challenge.

Star Wars: Battle for Naboo
Platform: PC Publisher: LucasArts Developer: Factor 5

Like a bowl of four-alarm chili

with a side of rings, Star Wars:

Episode I continues to revisit

us in less-than-delightful ways.

Star Wars: Battle for Naboo is

so routine it could easily have

come from a “Star Wars Game

Generator” Java applet

You take control of Gavyn

Sykes, a spunky young man in

Queen Amidala’s Royal Security

Forces. Through the game’s 15

levels you’ll get to pilot seven

different crafts, all of which

handle exactly the same.

Controlling the various

speeders and bombers is

nearly impossible with a digital

pad or mouse, so you're

advised to have a quality

joystick or analog pad. There

are, of course, various hidden

goodies, with secret ships and

levels, but these extras face the

same problem as the rest of

the game: The graphics suck.

Almost identical to the N64

version, Battle for Naboo

requires a 3D accelerator; but

we’re not sure why You won't

find any gorgeous lighting,

textures, or particle effects.

There’s no multiplayer option,

which might be a blessing, and

Visually dull and lacking

any depth, Battle for Naboo
Is a waste of time

the whole thing is over pretty

quickly which is definitely a

blessing. There are worse

games for PC, but few less

inspired. — Jim Preston

ENextGen ickiXiZik
Bottom Line: Safe and bland, this is the sort of

games Ewoks would love.
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ELetters
Write up your alley

[EH? UIEM FOR INDREMA
In referring to the

* Indrema on page 68 of

NG 04/01
,
you write “Unlike

current DVRs, which sell for

$299 and up (plus a $299 sub-

scription fee for TiVo)...” This is

not correct. The fee for TiVo is

$10 a month or a one-time $199

lifetime membership. The only

reason I’m being nitpicky is

because I’m sure other Next

Gen readers are tech-heads

and I’d hate for anyone to not

buy a great product like TiVo

because of erroneous data on

the subscription fee.

Tony Plummer
Via email

Thanks for pointing out what

was obviously a typo. The

editor was first stuck with 10

pins, then 299 so he’d better

appreciate the difference.

As for the rest, our Indrema

coverage generated a surpris-

ing amount of mail, both pro

and con. The following is a rep-

resentative sampling, although

all of this was almost immedi-

ately rendered moot (or pre-

scient, depending on which

letter you’re reading):

y Well, I guess I should say

thanks for the Indrema

article. No one else has given

this thing any coverage.

Unfortunately, the article only

reinforced my original thought,

that being: They can’t be

serious, can they? Who the

heck in their right mind

would fund this doomed project?

Sega can’t make the magnificent

Dreamcast fly but these guys

think they can swing this tacky

Linux toy? The box is ugly, the

business model is non-existent,

and the games in the screenshots

are mediocre at best. This thing

makes the Nuon, Phillips CDI,

Nintendo Virtual Boy, and other

game industry roadkill look bril-

liant by comparison. I’ll be

impressed if they even get the

thing launched at all, much more

so if they manage to last six

months before going completely

bankrupt.

Robert Nekic

Via email

I just read your article on

Indrema. I thought it is a

truly interesting concept.

Indrema aims at making money
on certification (but that will not

be mandatory for game develop-

ers), hardware licensing (shades

of 3DO?), and content distribu-

tion. The article does not explain

how they will make money on

that last revenue stream. What
exclusive content are they pro-

ducing that Internet users will be

willing to spend money to

obtain? Finally, the target

audience is composed of hackers

and pirates. Thus, Indrema wishes

to make money with people who
are aiming at not spending any. In

the end, this looks like a very

well conceived April Fool’s joke.

If not, pinch me somebody.

Pascal Bourque

Quebec City

y I was pleasantly surprised

to see such complete

coverage of the Indrema game
console. I’ve been a huge sup-

porter of Linux and the greater

free software movement. A
common misconception about

open-source, grassroots software

is lack of quality. Anyone can par-

ticipate in this model, just as IBM

has done with Linux recently. I

agree with Next Gen’s prediction

that copyrighted material and

lesser-quality applications will be

widely available as a result of the

Indrema development model,

but as is the case with Linux

development, this is a small cost

for what is gained from using

free software. The edges might

be rough for a while, but putting

the power to develop a game

console application into the

hands of any person who is

willing and able to try will have

amazing results in the next few

years. Viva la penguin!

Sean Yunt

Issaquah, WA

^ First of all Indrema looks

cooler than anything out

there. PS2 and Xbox don’t have

jack crap on Indrema in the

looks department. Secondly, I

don’t see how you guys could list

the possibility of an AO-rated

game as a negative for this

system. If Indrema embraced

those publishers who agreed to

make great AO-rated games —
with cool characters, great

gameplay, and a great story line,

not just meaningless sex — they

could knock Sony and Microsoft

out of the box overnight. Some
are ashamed to admit it, but

everybody wants AO-rated

games! Message to Indrema:

You can take the lead baby, all

you gotta do is reach out and

grab it!

Ray Jenkins

Via email

Alas, here’s the official word,

directly from the Indrema web
site: “On Friday, April 6, 2001,

Indrema Corporation was ter-

minated. This decision marked

the end of a prolonged and

unsuccessful attempt to secure

subsequent round funding [sic]

to support continued opera-

tion. Our vision to empower
independent game developers

to take control of their future

and redefine the next genera-

tion of interactive entertain-

ment lives on in the hearts of

many hopeful and ambitious

creators, artists, and innova-

tors. The revolution will

continue without us...” And so

the little console that could,

became the little console that

never was. Indrema, R.I.P.

Take a good, long, last look at the Indrema proto-

type — you may never see its like again
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I have a small complaint

about your review of ATV
Off-Road Fury. You gave the

game a good review, but your

reference to ATVs as “tiny death

machines” is completely unfair. I

have ridden ATVs for 15 years

and I am still alive. In those years

the only injury I’ve sustained was

a burn on my leg from wearing

shorts while riding. Most of my
friends and family ride, and of all

those people only one has

broken a bone. The only reason

ATVs are dangerous is because

people who don’t know their

limits and the limits of their

quads do stupid things. I’m not

going to do anything rash like

cancel my subscription, seeing as

you guys are the only game
magazine worth reading, but I

would appreciate it if you

retracted your statement about

ATVs. I’ve never once seen you

refer to a racecar as a “hulk of

speeding destruction” or a

motorcycle as a “rocket of

doom.” I’m sure other

ATVer/gamers would appreciate

an apology to our sport, seeing

as they get enough bad press

already. Thank you for your time

and keep up the excellent work.

Kevin Miner

Via email

My my, but we had no idea

there was an ATV Anti-

Defamation League. Your

opinion is duly noted, although

we do point out that according

to the Consumer Product

Safety Commission, in 1998

(the last year for which

complete data was listed)

there were 70,200 ATV-related

injuries, including 317 deaths.

On the other hand, just for the

sake of comparison, that same
year also saw 95,239 injuries

from trampolines (although

there have only been II tram-

poline fatalities total since

1990). So in all fairness, these

statistics point out what most

of us already know: True idiots

can get hurt doing anything.

And actually, it’s worth

pointing out that most ATV

manufacturers and retailers

offer driving and safety courses

to ATV purchasers, usually for

free, which not many other

product companies do.

I consider myself fortunate

because just about a year

ago I landed a job with an airline.

With my job comes the benefit

^ I was reading the article you did on id Software in the “How To

Start Your Own Game Company” feature in NG 03/01, and I

loved it! But what I loved more was the Quake III jersey John Carmack

was wearing on page 68 of that story. My question to you is where can

I get one of those!!?? I am a Quake III freak — all I do is play Quake III

(Unreal too). I gotta have one. Please tell me where I can get one. I’ll

do anything!

Tony S.

Via email

John Carmack’s Quake III jersey was originally a custom one-off.

Carmack owned one, and no one else did. Thankfully, though, that’s

no longer the case. They can be ordered online from the Minnesota

Pro Shop (www.minnesotaproshop.com/actionimprints/index.html).

With your personalized name on the back, they run a cool $110,

plus shipping, but last time we checked there was a sale for 25% off

— if you hurry, it might still be going on.

OHN

of, let’s say, first-class travel to

Japan for about $75. This month I

plan to go there and visit every

gaming-related place possible.

There is only one problem: I have

never been there nor do I know
anybody from there so I was

hoping that someone from you

guys can give some direction on

what places to visit. Thank you in

advance for your help!

Robert Deni

Via email

Let’s see... good places to find

games in all of Japan? That’s a

little broad, but just limiting

ourselves to Tokyo (which is

plenty big enough, trust us),

you might start with the

Shinjuku district, which has a

number of large arcades.

Shibuya also has nice arcades,

but they’re elaborate and kind

of expensive (with games in the

$2 range). The electronic play-

ground of Akihabara, however,

is the mecca for console

gamers everywhere — you lit-

erally can’t throw a rock

without hitting a game or elec-

tronics store. Akihabara can be

a rather confusing place, but

you can find most anything

game-related there.

Damn you people. Now
that you mentioned that

the fish is in every issue I’ve

spent the last four hours looking

for that slimy punk in all my
back issues. You’ve ruined my
life! Sob...

Owen Humphreys

Via email

Actually, the fish first appeared

in NG 07/00, and now hides in

our pages every month.

Thanks for the great News
Bytes, always a pleasure. In

my humble opinion, Sony has

played EA for fools, getting them

to help bury Dreamcast when
Sony knew this would lead to

Sega and EA going tete-a-tete on

software. What were the strate-

gists at EA thinking, if they were

thinking at all? I bet now they are

thinking Xbox. Hmm... Microsoft

buying EA? Take that, Sony! As for

Sega thinking of developing for

GameCube — I don’t know.

Yamauchi-san is a powerhouse

with an elephant’s memory, as

witnessed by his sharp words for

EA’s pals at Square (or at least

what’s left of them besides the

FF team).

Gln33bx

Via email

It has been interesting to watch

how the industry has been

reacting to Sega’s imminent

entry into the third-party game
market. You bring up a good

point about EA, though the

company’s reasons for ignoring

Dreamcast remain somewhat

hazy to this day. Sega is already

working on Sonic for Game Boy

Advance, so the company is

more likely to become a

Nintendo licensee than you

think. While Yamauchi does

have a long memory, Nintendo

would be foolish to let Sega go

to the competition. Content

remains king, and right now,

Xbox, PS2, and GameCube will

all benefit from Sega’s support.

Just wanted to thank you

guys for having the most

honest game mag, and sticking to

your game reviews. If I’m going to

buy a game, it had better get at

least three stars from you guys

(just rented The Bouncer —
awful!). I’m 25, so it’s nice to read

a mag that knows that games

aren’t just for kids. I’m a diehard

PS2 fan, but I recently got a

Dreamcast to play PSO, mainly

(awesome game). Does Sony

know that online play is the

future of gaming? My cable outlet

has been beside my PS2 since I

got it at launch. What’s taking

them so long? Can they say NHL
2002 online? Timesplitters?

It’s too bad Dreamcast is dying,

because in a lot of respects Sega

is way ahead of everyone else.

Anyway, thanks for the best

magazine!

Terry Rebinsky

Via email

Your guess is as good as ours as

to when (or perhaps, even, if)

Sony will ever get an online

gaming network in place.

Indeed, it’s become something

of the industry’s Loch Ness

Monster — rumors abound,

and a few people claim to have

seen it in the distance, but no

one can confirm or deny its

existence. The last word was

that Sony was working with

Sega to bring something online,

but no one really knows. We
expect Sony will present more

of its online plan at E3.

Next Generation Letters,
150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane, CA 94005.

Email us: ngonline@imaginemedia.com
Note: email is vastly, vastly preferred
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ERetreview
June 1990
Nintendo takes on all comers in the living

room and the courtroom

The industry was on an

upswing in 1990. NEC’s

TurboGrafx- 16, which existed in

three different forms simultaneous-

ly in Japan, was doing well, and

Sega’s Genesis was second only to

NES in sales. Then came SNK’s Neo

Geo, a home console that accepted

the same giant cartridges as SNK’s

arcade machines. The stumbling

block was the price: $399 for the

console and one controller, and an

additional $200 for another con-

troller and a cartridge.

But the undeniable leader was

Nintendo, which would sell over 7

million NES consoles, 60 million NES

cartridges, 3 million Game Boys,

and 9 million Game Boy carts.

Nintendo also kept the legal system

in business, suing Codemasters for

making the Power Pak (known in

the U.S. as the Game Genie).

Wing Commander established Chris

Roberts as an elite game designer, a

status he enjoys to this day

Nintendo also attempted to outlaw

game rentals on a technicality, suing

Blockbuster for copyright infringe-

ment after the rental franchise

photocopied instruction manuals.

Nintendo won the lawsuit, but

rather than ceasing to offer games

for rent, Blockbuster and other

rental agencies simply began

rewriting the instructions in their

own words. Game rentals contin-

ued, as they do to this day.

AFFORD

PC TURBOGRAFX-16 GENESIS NEO GEO NINTENDO ARCADE

30+ GAMES
REVIEWED:’
NES RoadBlasters

Dragon Warrior II

Genesis Strider

MichaelJackson's
Moonwalker
Musha

What we were playing
What to play while waiting for

THE SECRET OF
MONKEY ISLAND

/ / /

System: PC
Publisher: LucasArts

SPLATTERHOUSE

. SCO $

System: TurboGrafx-16

Publisher: Namco/NEC

SNES
S MEGAMAN 3

System: NES
Publisher: Capcom

PSYCHOSIS

System: TurboGrafx-16

Publisher: Naxat Soft

M.U.L.E.

System: NES, others

Publisher: Mindscape

1990
Top Ten Alternative Albums
Violator

I Do Not Want What I Haven’t Got
Blue Sky Mining

Deep
Ritual De Lo Habitual

Brick by Brick

Automatic
Bloodletting

Some Friendly

Goodbye Jumbo

Depeche Mode
Sinead O’Connor

Midnight Oil

Peter Murphy

Jane’s Addiction

IggyPop

The Jesus and Mary Chain

Concrete Blonde

Charlatans U.K.

World Party

Xu'
K

...and in the real world
Microsoft ships Windows 3.0, which incor-

porates support for more than 640K
memory, enables over 16 colors to be dis-

played, and sports a retooled user interface.

Widely considered the first successful

Windows, it would ship over 10 million units.

The Hubble space telescope is launched

into orbit seven years late and at a cost of

$2.5 billion — nearly $2 billion over budget.

Amazingly, things get worse: It becomes
immediately apparent that one of the tele-

scope’s mirrors is

flawed, resulting

in blurry

images and a

drastically

. reduced

depth of

.

!

field.

/

Tim Berners-Lee, a researcher at CERN, a

physics laboratory in Geneva, develops

HyperText Markup Language (HTML), as well

as the fundamentals of URLs and HTTP. He
would go on to design the first publicly avail-

able web server in 1991 and would found the

W3 Consortium. Unconfirmed reports also

credit him with originating the phrase

“You’ve got mail.”

Africanized honey bees, often called

“killer” bees for their aggressiveness and

tendency to sting in vast numbers, are found

on U.S. soil for the first time in the town of

Hidalgo, TX. Attempts to satiate them with

Cheerios fail miserably.

After a decade of conflict between envi-

ronmentalists and the timber industry, the

Northern Spotted Owl is added to the

Federal Threatened Species List, thus desig-

nating vast areas of old-growth forest in the

Pacific Northwest as off-limits to logging.
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BackwardsCompatible
If there is any doubt in your mind as to whether or not you needed a GameCube, trust us — after seeing this,

we’d consider it over food and water. Page 56. Medieval Counter-Strike with mind-bending graphics, locational

damage modeling and siege weapons? Who’s going to want to play that? Page 40. The best bargain bin ($20) game we
have ever played. Page 88. If you’re a regular human being and you’re given the power to move between Earth and the

land of the dead, should that really be considered a privilege? Seriously, how much fun can the land ofthe dead be?

Everyone’s dead. Page 27. White hair, red eyes, and a skin-tight, shiny, black outfit. Game character, or is granny

hitting the singles bar again? Page 38. You know the weird thing? We’re constantly reminded of the movie Chicken

Run. Page 44. After years of anticipation, we can finally watch our giant, bipedal cow learn to dance. It was worth

the wait. Page 74. Why do we love Treasure? At one point, someone there said “I know — let’s make a game where a

little cartoon girl fights hyper-stylized enemies with a demonically possessed scarf that can stretch anything it touches like

a rubber band.” And someone else said “Yeah!” and they did. Page 30. An arcade classic is reborn. The question is,

what does the mechanic look like? Knight Rider had both Bonnie and April, and they’re going to be pretty tough

to beat. Page 33. An amazing, deep PC game you have probably never heard of. Page 91. Look at that software lineup.

If it makes its launch window, there’s going to be blood in the water this October. Page 10. Is anyone still making

PlayStation games? Well, kind of... Page 87. Here’s an analogy we never thought we’d make: Barbie is to Lara Croft as

Ken is to... Rhama. Meet Toby Gard’s new creation. Page 48. “Enjoyable in a braindead kind of way...” Page 81. What
element of the videogame industry reminds us of an amorous rhino trying to seduce a Land Rover? Page 12. Giant

robots, solid gameplay, and a Meta/ Gear Solid 2 demo in the same case. You want this game. Page 78.
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